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Preface 

It is to note the discipline of international 

relations traditionally is most concerned with ex-

plaining the role of the great powers in the inter-

national system. Since the end of the 1970 s, how-

ever, some scholars have been interested in the 

specific role played by small states and the action 

possibilities of these states. From the outset 1 

research on small states in th international system 

has been hampered by the problem o:( a definition 

of. its own subject matter. However l something of 

a consensus has rec~ntly emerged about taking a 

population of one million or less as the critical 

threshold~ which criterion ·has also been used in 

this research work. 

The chapter l of the dissertation contains 

the debates on definition of small states and an 

overview of the subject. Chapter 2 diucusses the 

role of the various international and regional orga-

nisa tions with a real or potential security role. 

Chapter. -3 is concerned with the commonwealth's 

concern with small state. In the remaining two 

chapters we have at tempted to give a detailed des-



cription of security aspect of small states and 

their socio-economic viability as well as pros~ects 

of their survival. We hope that we have succeeded 

in~our attempt to focus on the problems of the small 

$tates, particularly in the present day world. 

Every researbh activity involves a collective 

process. Mine is no exception. First of all, I 

owe a great debt of gratitude to my affable super-

visor, Prof K. P. Misra. I ani extremely fortunate 

to have benefited from his valuable suggestions. 

constructive criticisms. friendly hospitality and 

unflagging interest and continuous support and en-

couragement at all stages of this work I am extre-.. 

mely grateful .to Prof. M S Ra,jan for his valuable 
:-. 

suggestions and help· at various stages .. I owe a 

lot to his intellectual excellence. 

My million thanks to my family members and rela

tives, especially to my parents, who stood by me 

through thick and thin. I take this opportunity 

to express my heart-felt thanks to all of my friends, 
I 

for their friendlier suggestions and intellectual 

discussions. La.st but not the least~ I would like 

to than.k Ms. Bhagawat i and Mrs Vijayalakshmi Arunachalam 

for taking pains in typing this dissertation 

' ASHOK SWAIN) 
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INTRODUCTION 
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Neither conventional nor customary international 

law has cared to define the quantitative attributes (area 

and population) of a state in the international system. 

They only·call fo~ a permanent population, a well-defined 

territory, a gov·ernment, and . the capacity to enter into 

relat~ons with other states(i.e. ~xercise of independence 

in the rna tter of foreign policy and· relations). In 

consequence, since the birth of the sovereign-nation:.. 
..-

state system in . the middle of the seventeenth century 

there have always been states of v~rying size whether 

in terms of area of population ~ The situation still 

remains unchanged although the sovereign-nation-state 

system has been' in existence for the last three-and-

a-half centuries and.has witnessed tremendous vicissitudes 

during the period,· There have also been some micro-

stat~s in Europe for centuries-Andorr~, Liechtenstein, 

Luxembourg, Monaco, and San Marino. Of course,in.practic~ 

the international community has sought to ignore the 

existence of these states as the international system 

has been dominated by the Great and .Medium Powers or 

governed by the self-judgement of "civilized" nations.
1 

The existence of small states which are fully or 

~ l. M.S. Raj an, "Small States and the Sovereign-Nation
State System", Int~rnational Studies (New Delhi), 
Vol.25, No.l (l98fff": p.-i.·-=--·----~-'7=-~=-----



partially independent or df very small territorie~ which 

want to attain a similar stat~s is not a new phenomenon 

in international life. Th~y have emerged, survived, 

disappeared, re-emerged . through out his tory in one form 

or another, and their right to existence has not been 

challenged very often in . the past merely on the ground 

that they are too small to merit a separate ~xistence. 

"Infact, many have been integrated with bigger neighbours, 

or conquered by colonizers. However, a number of minor 

states have survived and asserted themselves, and a sur-

pri$ingly large number are now in the proc~ss of emerging 

from a twilight zone of semi-separate or dependent exi

i2 stence_." 

In the past, sma~l states more than once played 

a leading role, in world affairs. ·The Republic of Venice 

was a world power in the 15th Centuty, with a population 

under 150,000 t It was also considered quite normal in 

the past to let small and insignificant states participate 

in world conferences. All the states of Europe which 

had participated in the war had the right to send pleni

potentiaries to the Congress of Vienna in 1814-1815, 

which meant the innumerable minor powers were represented, 

2. Jacques Rapaport and others, ed. Small States and 

Territories; Status and Problems (New York, 1971) 1 
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including scores of independent German and Italian mini-

states . 
I -'" 

Well-established small >Eturopean . states also 
I 

have existed for a long time, without arousing any special 

controversy.-

The element of s6allness per se did not give rise 

i'0:l!'rft:ich.:_concern or study~ Apart from monographs on specific 

territories, inte~est usually centered on problems common 

to· territories small and large: p6litical questions, 

such as colonialism and self-determination; economic 

questions, such as development; social problems, such 

as race relations; educational problems such as brain 

drain, etc. 

Interest in the consequences of smallness is a 

relatively new field., not only in the academic world __ } bu;t~, ': .. 

also in .the forums of international organizations' The 

first difficult question is· that of defini·ng smallness: 

where does smallness begin and where does it end? 

-_Having power-hierarecrw as the major criterion 

in his four~fold framework Robert 0.. Keohane ascribes 

the lowest place to the 'small' states_. According to 

him, at the apex are the 'system 1 determining states" 

------------

3- One of the first books to appear on this subject is 
'Problems of ·Smaller Territories' edited by Burton 
Benedict, ·and published for Institute of Commonwealth 
Studies by the University of London, The Athlone Press, 
1967. 
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(Great·Powers) who through their foreign policy interactions 

play a critical role in shaping the nature of the irite·r-

national system. In the second category are the "sys tern 

influencing states" (Secondary Powers) which -cannot 

exp~ct individually· to alter a system, but may never-

theless be able to 'significantly influence' its nature 

through unilateral as well as multilat~ral actions. In 

the third category are the "system affecting states"(Middle 

Powers) which, ac.ting alone, cannot hope to affect the 

system but can exert significant pressure on the system 

by working thr9ugh small groups or international or regi-

anal oranisations. In the last category are the "system 

ineffectual states" which neither indevidually nor colle-

ctively can ~nfluence the system of inter-state behaviour 

there in. 4 

so far as identification is concerned, in the first 

category, stat.es. like the U.S. and the USSR figure. In 

the secortd category are states like China, Japan, West 

Germany, U.K., India, and others. In the thir-d category 

are st-ates like Canada, Sweden, Brazil and Australia, 

etc. The· least category includes those who must adjust 

their foreign policies to the external" setting "with little 

4. Robert 0. Keohane, "Lilliputians' Dilemma: Small States 
in International Politics", International Organisation 
(Stanford), vol.23(1969), pp. 1291-1310. 
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hope or rearranging . t ,; 5 
l • 

Keohane has not spel t out the precise nature 

of the 'critical' role or 'significant' influence of 

these states. Nor is it easy to agree with him on the 

perenniality of the 'ineffectualness' of the last cate-

gory in the internation~l system, which is characterised 

by interpolation of varied interests. Further, some 

of the 'system ineffectual' states may create interna-

tional instability, because of their fragile economic 

and political conditions; consequently, influence the 

other states or they might provide grounds for the pene-

tration or intervention of competing powers leading 

to mutual adjustment o~ confrontation having global 

bearings. 

While Keohane views the 'great', secondary', 

'middle', and 'small' powers as discrete categories, 

Johan Gal tung emphasises on the nature of interaction 

in his ranking of states in a global framework. Depict-

ing the world as "consisting of states ranked according 

to a number of dimensions such as size, population, 

wealth, military power, degree of development, ·etc·. ", 

he maintains, that such ranking ha.s at tendency to be 

5. Ralph Potterman, "Small Power Politics and Inter-

national Relations", South-east Asia (London, 1975), 
p.lO. 
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concordant., 6 
Thus in a world divided into •topdogs' 

'middle level' and • underdogs • in descending order of 

capabilities, Galtung builds his 
I 

paradigm of inter-

national stra~ification, whereiri he opines that the 

world is pinned at the top and poised at the bottom, 

and the interaction patterns. in this paradigm is that 

'underdogs' depend on the • topdogs •, while the topdogs • 

interdepend among each other, 

In a later contribution, Galtung substitutes 

"size" for rank concordance, equating 'topdogs' , and 

'under dogs' in terms of 'large' and 'small'i 
~-

-He con-

cl udes that "international politics .... is a big power 

politics and that ini tia ti ve is concentrated on the 

big and taken away from the small" because "if you .. 
think is over, it is only the USA and the USSR that 

really count the other countries are of little or no 

importance.,. 11 7 _Although Galtung'S observation' on 

international system is a highl'y stratified on~, provides 

valuable insight into the;: structural and functional 

complexes of the states' interactions, his propositions 

need further elucidation and modification particularly 

his dismal and pessimistic view regarding the. role of 

s rna ll s tate s . The small states, being well aware of 

6. Johan Gal tung, "East-West Interaction Patterns", 
Journal of Peace Research __ .tQ.s_lqJ, V<?l 3,N~ }.J19,66),P.2 _146 -:_77 

7. Johan Galtung, "A Structural Theory of Imperialism," Jou~r}.al,. 
of Peace.Resear~h, vol.8(197U ,pp 81.:.117. · 
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the structural differences that exist between them and 

the. big states, through shrewd diploma tic and foreign 

policy manoeuvres "minimise the restrictions upon their 
...., 

freedom of actions and maximise the benefits they may 

derive. 

Unlike Keohane and Gal tung, some scholars have 

attempted to define small states.as a separate analytic 

category on the basis of various quantitative and quali-

tative variables .. 

A first group of . authors avoids the entire pro-

blem of definition, either because it seems irrelevant 

to them or because it seems impossible to solve. For 

reasons to be discussed below, both Annette Baker Fox 

and David Vi tal find a strict definition unne.cessary 

or irrelevant. Others have found the problem of size 

so complex that they argue that a definition should 

not be sought. The seminar on smaller territories run 

by the Institute of Commonwealth Studies 1962-64 con-

eluded that it proved impossible for the seminar to 

decide what "smallness" means with any precision. It 

is a comparative and not an absolute idea. Whatever 

scales of magnitude are employed seem arbittary and 

it is difficult to pickout on them "where smallness 

begins or ends." Similar observation can be found in 
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the report' form_ the Conference of the International 

Economic Association in 1957 on the economic consequences 

of the size of nations and in the study by Mario Hirsh 

8 
on Benelux, to mention only a few example~ 

For a second and a heterogeneous group the rela-

tionship between small states and greater powers cannot 

be explained by the size variable alone, but also depends 

on other variables such as the structure of the inter-

national system, the geographical position, and the 

domestic pollitical system of the small state. Some 

authors also point out that the importance of size is 

much dependent on the issue in question. In general 

it can be said that this group of authors regards size 

in relative or relational terms. It . can also be said 

that this observation leads to a de-emphasis of the 

size variable as such and points to the necessity of 

introducing other variables in the explanation of small 

states' relations with other states. 

The third .group concentrates on size as a perce-

ptual problem. According to this view, states which 

perceive themselves as small are also- by definition-

8. Mrio Hirsch, "La situation Interna tionale Des Petits 
Etats Des systems Politiues Penetres, L'example 
Des pays Du Benelux", Revue Francaise De Science 
Politique(Paris), vol.24 (1974) pp.1026-55. 
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small states, Robert L .. ~.othstein observes that "any defi··· 

nition which reli~s solely on objective or tangible crite-

ria ends by aligning states along an extended power spectrum 

so that it can only be said that ."'B ts stronger than A 

but wea.ker than C" 9 !-.This makes it impossible to separate 

reason a distinct group of small states~. and for this 

Rothestein introduces a pereceptual dimension, arguing 

tha:.tt there is a psychological, as well as a material dis-·· 

~~nction between Great and Small Powers • .if ?· .-. .. Thus, a sm-all· 

power is a state which recognizes that it cannot obtain 
J 

security primarily by use of its own capabilities, and 

that it must rely fundamentally on the aid of other states, 

in~titutions processes. or d~velopments to do _so~ the Small 

Power's belief in its inability to rely on its own means 

must also be recognised by the other states involved in 

international politics., Christmas -- Moller carries this 

argument even further bt arguing that the smallness of 
I 

a state is often used bythe decision-makers a:s a legi tima--

10 ting argument for the policy actually pursued 

g. Robert L. Rothstein, 
York, 1968), pp. 23-30. 

--------~----------~~-

All i.ance and Small Powers 
----~·----------~---

(New 

lO.Wilhelm Christmas-Moller, Smastats forskin~og KomEarativ 
U denr i_g~po 1 it ik: En Di skussTon-af- fo-FOrsknTngstl Tgaj1g_e-. 
(Copenhagen, 1975). p.l4 
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A fourth group points to the necessity of a diff-

erentiation of the size concept. In a bold attempt to 

j_ntegrate the various approaches to the problem of· defini-

tion Raimo Vayrynen suggests a classificatory scheme COD"""' 

taining five different dimensiions along which to categorize 

small states ll 

l. Low rank/status, either as measured by 'hard' data or 

by perceptual data; 

2. High degree of external penetration; 

3- Specific type of behaviour; 

4. Specific interest of small states compared with other 

states; 

5· A specific role of small states, and in particular a 

specific role conception by the decision-makers of the 

small states. 

Vayrynen does not find the five dimensions of equal 

importance and in inclined to regard rank and role as basic 

definitional elements and consider the interests. approach 

as very pro"mising"~ but to a large extent unexplored 
r 

A crucial question is, however. whether the states analy-

zed vary in the same way on the different dimerisions .. and 

in this respect Vayrynen is perhaps too optimistic But 

L.he relationship between rank. and role performance seems 

ll ~ RaLmG;, . Vayrynen, "On the Definition and Measurement 

of . Small Power 'Status, _Qg_9pera tion and . Co!!_fl_ict, 

vo_l' .. o.,, N.r;,. ~- .(rg7i) PI' .~l~lJJ~-
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12 
much worthy of further research. 

The difficu1 ties underlying the. definitional issue 

of small states thus seem to befar too many; so much so' 

that even as late as 1974 Baehr concluded that whate·ver 

be the criterion, small states fdormed too broad a category 

for purpose of analysis and that it was virtually futile 

. 13 
to conceptualise the category of small state . 

~tanding these definitional prob1ems 1 certain general 

observation can sti.ll be made and a workable defini.tion 

can be provided for. 

So I took the view that it would be wise to avoiod 

the seemingly inoncluiive debate about what was true essence 

of a small state and decided as a result to impose a defi-
,. 

ni tion · on my research work.· The task was made easi er:~t~ 

by the fact that something of a consensus has recently 

emerged about taking a population of one million or less 

as 'the critical thershold 11 The criterion was used 

by the United Nations Institute for Training and Research 

in its report on small states as long ago as 1971 and was 

a..lso Da"do'pted_.· _----~oyo...,_· the 1985 Comm.:mwealth Consultative 

12 Nails Ams trup, 11 The Perennial Problem of small States: 
A Survey of Research Efforts, 11 Co-,operation and Conflict ... 
Vol.11, No.3, (1976), pp.165-7~-------------------------

l3 · Peter R . Bsachr .. "Sma11 States: A Tool for Analysis 11 , }i~1:'1_d _ _EolJ~is:_~ ,__ 
VOL 2'( (1974--7'5 j ., p i+66 •, __ 

14 
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Group. 1- followed suit and have used 1 t as the upper .... 

limit :Ln def:i.ni.ng a small state. I also chose to confine 

t-ne analysis to states that are politically independent 

whose number is around forty now. 

As long as the number of small states· was quite 

small (as in Europe), the international community (and 

even . international organizations) co<..t.ld afford to ignore 

them in the conduct of international relations as maver~ick 

entities of little or no consequence. But.':. their number is 

no longer small. Joday there are forty independent states,: 

th:i.rty two of them Members of the United Nations·. twenty 

four of the~ Members of Commonwealth of Nations and twenty-

two of them Members of Non-alligned Movement They consti~ 

tute more than one-fourth on the community of· states. 

They consti t'J.te more .than one-fourth of the community of 

states. Many of them do play a part~ however small1 in 

international relations and in international organiz~tions 

If nothing else, they can emerge;,,?, and have emerged .. as 

trouble-spots of the world from time to ... . ,Jlme (as Grenada,. 

Fiji and Maldives did recently) 1 or the subjects of a stru

ggle between the Great Powers for influence etc· ... (as, for 

example, .Kiribati and Vanuatu in the Pacific Ocean, which 

entered in to a fisheries agreement with the Soviet Union) • 

They are constantly seeking economic or technical assistance 
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(as Grenada did in 1983) :. For these and other reasons. 

the small stat~s can no longer be ignored by the interna-

tional community; their needs must be taken i.nto account 

collectively ·as a new factor in international relations,. ~5 

It shduld be stressed here that the problems facing 

small states are not unique. Their particular difficulties 

arise from their greater vulnerability arid lower capacity 

to respond to crises · By the very nature of their size 

they are particularly susceptible to both natural and man·-

made disasters. f coup in an island only thirty miles wide 

have a far greater chance of· success than one i.n larger 

area where i. t might be contained; and one hurricane can 

destroy the economy of a small state dependent Ofra single 

crop .. 

It is true that a small state has the capaaci ty 

to cause· a major political havoc at the United Nations. 

and in major world capitals The Us invasion of Grenada 
I 

of 1983 C01fP in -Fiji of 1987 and the temporary takeov€r 

of Maldives by a small group of· invaders have served to 

underline the point that the great power~ seem chronically 

prone to underestimate these problems • Perhaps the very 

fact that they look like storms in teacups~ when they first 

appear in the in-tray of a busy foreign minister. In what 

inevitably turns out to be a not-too well-disguised scramble 

15. Rajan, n.l, pp.4-6. 



of improvisation, these same powers try to grapple with· 

. a problem that might have been averted. They are forced 

to do this under pressurer from angry public opinion and 

h 0 0 b d b d t 0 0 t' 16 s arp 1nqu1ry . y press an roa cas 1ng organ1sa Ions. 

1 The truth probablyis that the world community has 

not yet thought its way through the phenomenon of very 

small states in the world that is emeerging in the closing 

years of the twentieth century. At best, it. has applied 

to them the same set of assumptions it applies to states 

generally .• But what is the right to self7defence without 

the means of defence? What is the right to equality in 

the councils· of the worlrl without the means to particiate 

in those councils? What is the equality of sovereignty 

if real.i ty dictates the absence of choices? In all these 

respects small states are so specially disadvantaged that 

theire needs in large measure become qualitatively different 

from those of other developing countries~ 17 

T,he reteJ:a~ti on of territorial independence, severe-

ignty and equality, combined with reasonable ability to 

protect them, is one of the most important probJ.ems of 

17 o It has been told b;y Mr Shrida th Ramphal, Secretary 
General' at Marlborough House, Commonwealth Secretariat, 
18 July~ 1984 in his speech 11 small is Beautiful but 
Vulnerab1e 11

, 
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the small states. A well-known maxim defines the security 

of the state as the absenc~ of threat to its minimum core 

values~ But deeper reflection leads t6 the perception 

that security is a matter not only of the absence of threats 

but of the absence of vulnerability. In short, the question 

can be approached from both sides- the elimination of threa-

ts or vulnerability« This perceptions serves importantly 

to put the _question of miU.tary power in perspective~~ The 

small does not, by definition, have the means to deter 

threats or to repulse an attack indeed, this approach 

to the security of small states must inevitably lead to 

a ssense of hopelessness or to the conviction that security 

can only in protection by a major power. On the other -
hand, it is within the competence of the small state to 

diminish its vulnerabilities and thus enhance its security. 

It is, moreover, incr_easinglyr doutful whether in 

the contemporary international system the military option 

is ever wholly the key to security. Threats are very often 

political rather than military in nature .. "It is not sur-:'·--

prising" therefore, that the state that is weak in insti--

tutional structure, or whose people lack national identity 

with their state, should prove prime targets for threats .. 

It is arguable that the strong state, even though weak 

as power, can . by diminishing its vulnerabilities, enhance 
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its securt ty. 11 
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ft is nevertheless to d~scerri certain common elements 

of an inherent vulnerability, On the one hand, small states' 

populations provide too limited a human resource base to 

llleet essential security. needs at a variety of levels: 

ur1 the other, almost all of them lack the economic capacity 

r1ot only to take countervailing measures but even to purchase 

uecessary security---related material"' 

In the main, both the elimination of threats and 

3f vulnerability, small states ·ne~d to be secured by judi-

C1ous foreign policy and relations. Dynamic diplomacy ought 
'. -

to take care of the problem of preserving independence. 

This would necessarily call for active participation .in 

1nterna tional politics, despite the limitation of shortage 

of skilled personnel. A 9:.~ _:_. fat__g_ policy of non-alignment -- -
(if not formal membership of NAM) could help considerably 

(as in the c~se of ~orne of the Pacific island states, like 

Nauru and Kfi!::iibati) :;:.! . membership of regional organization 

lS a must, if it cannot also be member of the United Nations 

and Specialized Agencies• Membership of the United Nations 

is especially valuable for small states, so that they are 

entitled to use a great world forum in order to raise 

a.n alarm over threats to their security or aggression on 

18, Report of a Commonwealth Consul ta ti ve Group. 
ability Small States in --~h~ _ _ g l_()_b_~l __ $oc_:i.:_~_~y 
1985), pp :--14-5-,.------------- ll .. it, 

'II'' -

Vulner-
(r.:-ondon,-



them. Military pacts/ alliances in peace time have a usua-

lly a tendency to erode a state's freedom of policy/action 

in internal aff~irs. ' 

'The main problem that practically all the small 
I'."' • 

states face in economic, no s~o~nrnuch::s:euu.r,·ity.Most are insi·-

gnificant or inconsequential as strategic outposts for 

other states to invince intereest in them; Their economic 

resources are extremely limited-with the exception of the 

Gulf States (and some others with ri~h petroleum resources) 

and Nauru (phosphate deposits) apart. Even in respect 

of the latter states. their resources are exhaustale! 

Most of them are over populated· that is in terms 'of 

the area and economic resources and their aspirations 

for a higher standard of living cannot be $US tained by 

their economic resources. 

The economic problems can only be solved by regional 

cooperation which is usually of mutual benefit .. · The Co-

mmonwealth Secretariat and some International Organisations 

(e.g, the Specialised Agencies of the United Nations) can 

help too,. Bilateral assistance from the affluent states 

have little or no political/strategic advantage to_ be 

derived from such assistance-- for pure idealism or humani-

tarianism plays no part in such nations with respect to 
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small states. Where and "if available: they are usually 

short-term adhoc, and aid "with strings", the beneficiary 

states need also to ensure that they do not become dependent 

on the adi and erode their independence and sovereignty

It is necessary for the governments of amall states them

selves to determine the delicate belance between the level 

-(and condition) of external economic assistance and the 

freedom of policy/ action in international affairs that 

they prefer to exercise~ 

A major problem the 32 member staets and the reason 

why the 8 other states have not ca;r.reidi t-o become members 

-- is the existence-shortage of trained personnel-for diplo-

matic/consular representation abroad as well as the high 

cost of doing so. Rercently, the Commonw'eal th SecJ;etaria t 

has found a novel solution for this problm. 'They··mairnain 

at the United Nations, common office facilities for :four 

small Commonwealth states - Solomon islands, Vanuatu~ Western 

Samoa and Maldives. This facility is likely to be exten-

ded for all other small states of the Commonwealth·. It 

is also o~en to small states to have joint represent~tion 

abroad-- a~ someof them already have· 

Hence~ the question boils down how the international 

community could and should accommodate the wishes, aspira-· 



tions, needs and demands of the small states, as much in 

the interests of the international community as that of 

The former has i I believe, a moral and poli--
- ~. . 

these states. 

tical duty to prote'ct, support and maintain these states. 

They should not be ignored -- as they were before the Second 

World War, Because of their much larger number now, it 

might be dangerous to ignore them. 



CHAPTER 2 

SMALL STATES IN THE CONTEMPORARY 

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS 
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In a speech in Birmingham in 1904 Joseph Chamberlain, 

with a remarkable combination of arrogance and inaccuracy 

said: 11 The day of small nations has long passed away, 

The day of Empire has come .. 11 In fact, history has shbwn 

the reversr: :_, to be true. The empires have passed away, 

leaving in their wake a large number of new, small nations 

established with the belssing and indeed the encouragement 

both of former colonial powers and of the USSR, as well 

as of world opinion as expressed through the United Nations 
.. l . ~ ~ 

of national sovereignty, anachronistic as it maybe in the 

age of jet aircraft, satellites, nuclear weapons and.instant 

mass communication, corttinues to find general a~ceptance, 

it is impossible as werl as unreasonable to define some 

lower limit q_f small-ness which could deprive these c.oun-

tries of the right to live their own lives in their own 

way.n 1 If in the course of doing so, they make mistakes 

(or what appear as mistakes to the outside world), so do 

larger and more developed countries, often with execuse 

and much more damaging consequences. The problem resolves 

1- C.E. Diggines, 11 The Problems of Small States, The Round 
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itself, therefore, into that of providing a reasonably 

secure international framework for sm~ll states to continue 

their independent existence with the minimum of external 

pressure or interference 

Despite some misgivings that the small states are 

viable-politically, economically and militarily-

community facilitated their birth by recognition 
,. 

and econo.rhic and other assistance.. Most of them were also 

admitted to the Vni ted Nations and/or its spe.ciaU.sed ::;,. 

agencies, and to regional organisations as well. Many 

of them are also members of the Commonwealth of Nations. 

However, having admitted them to the community of nations, 

the community does not seem to care for them - and these 

states do need the care and assistance of the best of the 

community. Without that care and assistane, these small 

states might turn out to be trouble spots, if not sources 

of de-stabilisation world order 

~ .·, . . ·\: I"' r ,, .• ··i·\l·-· i --1 S 
'Clearly the world's micro-states, whether enjoying 

technical sovereighty or still classed as dependencies, 

have the capacity to cause macropolitical havoc at the 

UN a,nd in major world capitals.' 2 The :F'a1k1a.nd_: Crisis 

2. Sheila Harden, ed . __ Small in Dargerous, 
a Macro-world (London, 1985) p, 4. 

Micro States in 
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1982, the 
'· 

'Greriada debacle in the coup in Fijj_ 

i.n and 
. Q'- . 

anaothe:r at tempted coup 
A. 

in Ma.l dives in 1988 

have se:tved::·,:fi.o underline :th@.:cpdiht tf1i3.,t:-gr"eat ··powers ·seem· 'chrlonically· -

;p;r:gne to:':.underest::Lrna:te the.se p~oo~:em~·;··~·Eerhaps: the ·ver.y fp,ct ·~t.hatr.·tl'}eyv· 

· · ~ ;loi>.K:" 1ik.e y. ·storms'; -~-irL<tea~QUpsJ lWhen,:they:l first api)ear rn: :othe Fin-tray 

!Of'·· a' busy •. · fo:r:_eigri. minis:ter..:,-expla:insSWhy ··such .criseS·· ar·e ignored- ifi 

-i.flt=Rirst'cj:n9tanc~swtth'the~:1oss~6fvaluable time. In what inevi-

ablj turns out to be a not-too-disguised scramble of impro-

visatio:n, these same powers try to grapple with a problem 

that might have been averted They are forced to do this 

under pressure from angry public opinion and sharp inquiry 

by press and broadcasting organisations. 

It coines as no surprisethat the ultimate political 

harvest of these micro-state crises, should take the form 

of friction and recrimination between major allies, as 

with Grenada and the Fallands. This leads to the departure 

of ministers from office and the imposition of strains 

on the vvestern alliance, serving only to weaken the joint 

stance of the industrial democracies. At the same. time, 

their relations with the Thrird World and the NAM come 

under parallel strain. 

11 Small . is beautiful 11
• but not quite when it refers 

. 
to small sates .. They have many problems of vi.a-biJJ.iitY:'/? even 



cf survival in an· imperfect community of nations, where 

despite. ali the progress in the development of that commu-

nity since the 19th century, the small states are at the 

mercy of the large and medium states~even if that. "mercy" 

is only indifference or neglect (and. not the mili tary/eco-
••• • • ·. . . l - f. . 

~on;;tc: pqwerc: 9f ,the·: m;Lghtyt•;; ·fls,. HBrden' :-m~·:. ::·pointed. cout1;. ::lLSome:times:· 

.lY. -~~~msc: ~~- _i.f:o s~l;l._:, st:_a:~~~§ w~r,~ )~_ik~.~~rrJSi.P b,?9-t:p,,_; :PUf3.he(,i. q~;t in :the: .. tur-

bulent sea, free in one sense to traverse it, but. without 

oars or provisions.. without compass or sails, free also 

to perish Or perhaps to be rescued and taken· borad a 

large vessel." 3 

In consideting the place of micro states in inter· 

national affairs) one cannot (and ought not to) question 

their position as sovereign/ independent st8.. tes; j_ t is 

too late to do so They have been welcomed and recognised 

by the intetnational community by global and regional 

organisations.. Hence, the question boils down to how the 

international community could and shov.ld accommodate the 

wishes. aspirations.. needs and demands of these states, 

as much in the interests of the international community 

as that of these small states. 

3 lbjd) p;5.,... 
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The problems posed by the vulnerability of micro

states call some hard thinking not only by the small states 

themselves but also by the international communi r:,y as a 

whole. .The environmerit in which the micro-states operate 

is. crisis-crossed and· shaped by a multi tude of organisa 

tions. at the global.. regional or ;sli·bi- regi'ona1 Iev•e.l · 

These organisations have either a clear security or defence 
. 

purpose, or at least offer a forum in· which disputes and 

disagreements can be argued out. Although membership of 

such bodies can be important in the search for greater 

security, a number of independent small states also rely 

on bilateral security arrangements. 

As ~''UDHTAR''study state'/"In the· U~N:.'';, the question of tne pa:rti6J:.;;

pation of small states raised. no major difficulty in the 

early days of the Organisation "4Luxembourg is an original 

member Iceland was admitted on 19 Novembeer 1946 Monaco, 

Liechstestein. and San Marino never applied for membership 

but Monaco has had an observer Mission at the United Nations 

since 1956. Liechtenstein<and :. San Marino aFe both }·:pa:r:ties 

to- the Statute 6f the International Court of Justice 

-.., ,...., •- ~ ~-- •• -- ' _,. ~ _,. • ·- ,., -~-- -- - - - •• --- ~- ~- >.O. •r - •• 
• - ·- ·~ ~ ,,_ -- -• ·- - •no -· •--.. .• - • ·- • ., - ••• 

4- J.Rapaport and others ed.Small sta~es an~ territories· 
...... -- - ... .. -- ... :- ·- ·- ..• --- --- ... -- • ... .. ... -- .• J. 

s+~+u~ ~<f prnolerrrs··~ · A UNITAR + d. (N . ~-- .::--·-· _ : _ ._ ... _ . _ 'J, S vU y ew Yorl\.), .1971), 

·.\l?-118., 
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In subsequent years, a number of sta~s~ with a popu- · 

lation under -O.ne; million have been admitted to membership 

in the United Nations without any objection: (Congo (Bra

zzaville)~ Cyprus and Gab~n in 1960; Trinidad and Tobago 

in 1962; Kuwait in 1963; Malta in 196~ The Gambia and 

the Maldive Islands in 1965; Guyana, ~Boatswana, Lesotho . 
and Barbados in 1966; Mauritius, Equatorial Guinea and 

Swaziland in 1968; Fi.,ji in 1970, and so on 5 

B'ax~l-t i_n 1967 68, UN Secretary-General,_, Dag Hammarsk-
. '/ 

jo ld, first raised the limited problem of membership of 

small states of the World Organisation, The Commit tee of 

Experts :wf the Security Council Considered the problem 

briefly, but was unable to come to 'any conclusion T,he 

basic issue was, and is, how to lay down criteria for deter-

mining which entity cons t.i tutes a 11 State' and more impor--

tantly, wh~re to (and who should) draw a line (in terms 

of area, population and other material factors) beyond 

which the entity is not eligible for membership Some 

Member states, have opposed the idea of any limitation 

of membership based on size or population. United Nations 

Charter make.r;s no provision for restricted forms of mem-·-

bershipJ although such membership :::x:Lsts in some of its 

bodies. for instance, the Regional Economi_c::CoJ'I111'lj_ssion~ it,wo.uld 

seem that it is futile to try to evolve objective, quanti-

-·----- ·- --- .. ~------ - _-.::..:::.::.:::::: __ -::.::·~~--~.....;_.::.~ .. -~-~·::.:.....:-:::-:..::·:_:~:::if_.:-::.:..·_;~-;;;;-_.:__:; ____ :...:~-----.:.::.-_::.:._--

~5 ~F~E B~it;, ed , Countries of the World and their leaders 



quantitative criteria for Membership ~s long as Membership 

is regarded as a badge of sovereignty by Communities which 

aspire for their recognition as states-~~ 6 Naturally, 

therefore, the United Nations has given up its efforts. 

It has not closed the door to any state on gr~:nmds ~ on 

size or viability 

Membership of the United Nations has come to be 

regarded as .particularly important for micro -states: it 

J.s seen by many as an expression of their international 

legitimacy; it also .---provides them with ready access to 

the_ services of the United Nations and its specialliseds 

agencies,. Moreover, representation in the United Nations 

offers small -states a much more cost-effective method of 

maintaining extensive relations with the outside world 

than bilateral diplomacy, t~hich is often too costly- both 

in financial and human terms for micro--states to contem-
\l 

plate. Indeed, the very fact that small states can nowadays 

:participate in the activities of international oraganisa · 

tions of various kind~ advertises and underlines the basic 

and persisting conditions of international politics: the 

formal _equality of sovereign states (regardless of. size 

6 M.S.. Raj an, 11 Small States and the Sovereign Nation 

·(1988), p.3. 



7 
and resources) ~nd their substantive inequalities ~ 

Here is the list of the micro -states who are the 

members of the United Nations along with their year of 

admission into the world body.8 

l Antigua and Barbuda 

2 Bahamas ;·-."; 

3. Bahrain ~- :t<, 

4. Barbados ::' 

5.· Belize ... .]:.-'·:. 

6. Brunei ·-

'( .. Cape Verde - l·; .·· -, 

8 . Com c r o s - J · · ~· 

9. Cyprus - J> . '-' 

10. Djiibouti - ;· I' 

ll Dominica - 1·-l · .:, 

12 Equatoria Guinea 

13 . Fiji -- 1 · ' .. ) 

14. Gambia- 1:, 1 

15. Grenada- j __ '~i; 

16. Guinea - Bissau 

-&7. Harden, ed . .J n•2, p_l6. 

8. Bair, ed , n.5. 

l981' 

1973 

1971 

1966 

1981 

1975 

1975 

1960 

1977 
I 

1978 

1968 

1970 

1965 

1974 

1974 



17 - Guyana -- .: ·,-~~:Y, 

18. Iceland --- 1:-,..-

19. Luxembourg - ~ ·5 

2_0. Maldives - J - ;;·:-; 

21 Malta -- l ~: · r: 

22 Qatar -'- ·-

-2Et-'' 

23. Saint Christopher and Nevis -- l);~ 

24. Saint Lucia -- l~. (-

25. Saint Vincent and the Orenadines 

26. Sao Tome and Principle - 1 .. -,- ") 

27. Seychelles - l9f~ 

28. Solemn Islands - )Jr 

29. Suriname - l~r0 

30. Swaziland 

31. Vanuatu- 1:_._1 

32. Western Samoa -

1966 ' r ' . ":;, 

1946 

1945 

1965 

1964 

1971 

1983 

1979 

1980 

1975 ( 

1976 
I 

1978 
( 

1975 

1968 

1981 

The smaller states, at least some of them, have 

tried to redress the lacunae, as it were, in the Charter 

by amending it particularly _ its provisions to the veto 

power of the five~ permanent members of the United Nations. 

However, this is likely to be unsuccessful since the whole 

concept and philosophy underlining the framing of the Charter 

of the United Nations pre~ supposes weighted power for -the 

- five permanent members- It has been said that ''there is 

already a resolution purported to strengthen the collective 



security provisions of the . UN· Charter--all these efforts 

tend to put renewed trust of the srrialler states in the 

world· body: It is demonstration of. their confidence in 

the UN sine the UN has lent a new dimension to the respect 

and 'dignity of the small states hitherto unknown in the 

history of mankind'. 9 It is true that "security is not 

a gift for the international community. nations do not 

prresent gift" The principles and purposes embodied in 

the Charter of the UN. however .. constitute the best passi-

ble instrument iri guaranteeing safety and security of the 

world. 

The tremendo~s economic and social benefits flowing 

from the UN system to the developing small states give 

a new dimension to the trust of the small stated in the 

efficacy of the UN system. The Charter, together with 

the Universal- Declaration of Human Rights, the interna-

tional Convenent on Economic · Social and Cultural Rights, 

International Convenant on Civil and Political Rights and 

Optional Protocol hold out the best hope for the security, 

political as well as economic of the small states. 

n ·--- ~~ ._ ~ .._, --- ·- .,._- .-..-~ __ ., ,_ ••• ., ... ;.~ _..._. •-• ---- ~- -•- •-- _,., .,,. --- -.--- ~"·--- -~·-~--... -- ~- ·- --·--- -• ~·• 

9. Wali~.r Rahman," The Role of the UN in the emergence and 

Security of small state'!,.in).Yi..A. Hafiz & A R.Khan..b ed. _,, 
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The adoption of the resolution in the Fourty First 

session of the United Nations General Assembly declaring 

that decision on financial mktters will be taken by concen-

sus is indeed ~milestone. "The small states, while not 

wishing to sacrifice the principle of one country one vote, 

the philosophy of: democratization under lying the Charter. 

did not at the same time want to be seen as irresponsible 

is not adequately responding to the worst ever financial 

crisis faced by the UN system" _'10 The adoption of this 

resolution has, therefore, been termed~ and rightly so, 

as historic by the President of the Fourty First session 

of the United Nations General Assembly. It is not only 

a victory of the commonsense. but also a victory for the 

United Nations is bestowing upon itself greater resilience 

in meeting the felt needs of the international community 

in general and the smaller states in particular. 

It is clear that the presence in the United Nations 

continues to be of great advantage to small states, giving 

unrivalled access to the world community and to technical 

agencies. Further "The United Nat10n:S3 has also been crucial 

J.n cases of real crisis for small states-Guyan;:;ca.ga4;nstY.:euezplla 

.eyprus against Turkey and Greece, and Belize· against V:-:1'"~;_.,.. 

Guatemala -where, in its absence, state security 

---~-----------------------------------~----------------

10 Ibid, p. 258. 
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\vould have been more seriously threatened " 

nThe essence of non-alignment is the exercise of 

j_ndependent judgement in foreign policy and international 

relations .. " 1 2 Indeed, the term 1 non -alignment 1 
, assumes 

greater meaning and significance in the context of cold 

war berween two power blo~_s. To the newly independent states, 

the choice is limited. to two broad alternatives. On the 

one hand, there is the choice of participating in the fight 

between two power blocs, ineVitably including military 

alliances and counter-alliances, possibly compromising 

to a considerable extent, the newly-won~ sovereignty, con-

. tri buting through conscious and deliberate design to the 

psychology of war both at home and abroad, and probably 

also sliding inexorably into the vortex of a totally des-

tructi ve Third World War. There is the choice, on the 

other hand, of kee~~ing out of the bi~polar confrontation, 

preserving the newly won sovereignty and playing an inde-

pendent role in international politics, concentrating on 

domestic economic developl'!lent and state building, arrll endea-

11. Neville, Lon ton, A policy Peeropecti ve, inC • Clarke., 
& T8ny Payne, ed., Politics, Security and Development . . ---------·-·-·g-- ... __ _, ________ , __ .. ________ ., ____________ _ 
~~-~~~!!~~~~~~~,(London, 19 7)J p.219. 

12. M S ... Rajan. Non-Alignment. the ~~ichotom_y between Theory 
and ~ractice, India Quarterly Vol 36, no l (1980), 
p. 54. -------·-----·-·--~-·· . 



vouring to reduce tens~ion and control conflict situations 

by all possible means Undoubtedly, the second alternative 

is :the best choice for the newly independent states, for 

which they joined the non-alignment movement to which small 

states are not exception. Though out of 40-odd sma~l states, 

22 are the members on Non-Aligned Movement but mostly others 

adhere to the policy of non-alignment (if not formal member-

ship of the NAM), 

The small states who are members of the Non~aligned 

Movement and their data and place of admission to the orga-

nisation is as follows.; 

Countries Place of Admission Date of the admission 

1. Bahamas Harar:ec:~ Sept. 1986 
1\"LLglcers 

FL. c'Sep:t_-; •1:973 2. Baharein !,~ l ,·~ .· -.- ~ ::·l 
t • ,_ . ·~ --- -~ ...... .., 

3· Barbados Harare Sept .. 1986 

4, Belize New Delhi M h {' ··3' arc , <;to 3 

5. Cape Verde Colombo A .-J. 6 1 
ug, r ·197 

6. comoros Colombo Aug -~.)=1961 

7. Cyprus Belgrade Sept. i9~61 

8. Djibouti July '11978 

9· Equatorial Guinea Lusaka Sept. 1L970 

10. Gambia 4\.lgie±-s Sept. ~-i1973 

lL Grenada Havana Sept. 1979 
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12. Gu~nea:-.;Bi s sau Colornb.o Aug"; J!§fre-b 

13. Guyana :Gus aka Sept. ) 1970 

14. Maldives Colombo Aug. rr :: 1976 

15. Malta Algiers Sept. ~iT.] 
• .p.,.. -· 

16. Qatar Al@efi-s,_ Sept. ! ~} 1973 

17. Saint Lucia New Delhi Feb .. CL 1981 

18. Sao Tome & Principe Colombo Aug.'{ •, 1976 .. 

19~ SeyCh'elles ·--" Colombo Aug. T':' 1976 

20. Suriname Havana Sept. :;' t.) 1979 

21. Swaziland 
\ 

UlJsaka Sept. 1970 

22. Vanuatu Harare Sept. ( 

( 1986 

Membership of the Non-Aligned Mov~ment can, however, 

be of service to micro-staets subject to extt::rnal threats 

their independence. Both Guyana and Belize . have benefited 

for Non-Aligned support for their- right to self-deter-

mination and the repudiation of irtedentist cl~ims. l3 The 

backing of the Non-Aligned Movement has almost certainly 

contributed to the security of these two micro-states. 

In the ~aast conference of Non-Aligned countries 

at Ha<ra:r~ the leaders have shown a great deal of concern ,. 
for the small states. In the political declaration of 

- ;_.-- -.. -,-------_.,---- ---~ '""""': ------~ ---- .-.. ·------------- ·--------~--- ·- ·- -

13. Harden, ed., n.2, pp.22-3. 
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the Conference, a package of proposals have been declared 

for helping .the front-line states among whic~ a small state, 

.£wazi land, is included. "At Harare, the Heads of state 

or Government reiterated their full solidarity with and 

support for the people and Government of the Republic 

of Cyprus and reaffirme~ their support for the independence, 

sovereignty, territorial, integrity unity and non-aligned 

status of the Republic:"·fJl 4 In the economic declaration, 

the Heads of state 6r Go~ernment recognized the particular 

problems faced by small island developing countries, which 

were due in particular to the limitations arising from 

their smallness, remoteness and proneness to natural disas-

ters, constraints in transport and communications, great 

distances .ffom market centres~ highly limited internal 

markets'· scarcity of natural resources, heavy dependence 

on a few commodities. They further recognized that such 

limitations inherently constit~ted major constraints on 

the development process, particularlyf in small-island 
,. 

economies. In this contexti t6e Heads of state 2f Govern-

fuent emphasized that the 0 + 0 crlverla, terms and conditions 

governing the flow of bilateral and multilateral fin~ncial 

and technical assistance to small island developing countries 

14. Revjew of International Affairs (Belgrade) September 

l986.,p.55·· 
\ 
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·should be geared to the . special needs ·and· problems· of 
~.· ·;~ ·~:' -~·. 

~ach of the co uri tr'ie s concern_ed and that a major port ion 

-
of such aid should be made on grant basis. 

I-c is true that the policy and membership of the 

NAM offers the small states some sense of security in 

political as well as economic front. 

Small States and the Commonwealth 

Although the Commonwealth has· evolved from the 

former. British empire, it is not a British run club. 
{( 

As Khan says_, since the commonwealth has not born in an 

age of imperialism but in the age of winding up of imperi-
• 

alism, its roots can· be traced \;>not in B:ri tish consti tu
! 

tional practices .and institutions part of · it as the 

starting point are undoub,tedly there--but in their "dis-

ruption", mutation and transformation by the triumphant 

liberation movements which congregated in the Common-

wealth, '' ;J;p· At the same time, it is not a military alliance; 

many of its members also belong to the Non-Aligned Move-

ment. Of the Commonwealth's present forty~nine members 

(before Fijis suspension), twenty four have populations 

of under one million. In view of the large and rapidly 

growing number of micro-states, the Commonwealth has devo-

15. 
,, 

Rasheeduddin,Khan, "Commonwealth 
_India Quarter~, (New Delhi l 
f981f, pp.57-8.. ' 

and the 
vol,40, 

)) 

Third World "1in .... 
no.l, 
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ted considerable attention to their special problems.L'' 

Small States and Regional Organis~tions: 

rr:. 
The problem of smallness of small states does not 

appear to have affected participation in several inter-

national and regional organisations~'' 16 Regional coopera-

tion organizations which promote normalisation of bilateral 

and multilateral relations between and among its members, 

are probably the best insurance the small states in todays' 

world ·can buy fo~ the sec~rity of their national frontiers 

against external challenges, threats and invasions. Small 

states may find themselves threatened from other small 

states, from larger states in the neighbourhood, from 

major external powers and the super-powers, In each of 

"these four contigencies, small stj~:a tes . are more secure 

if they belong to a regional cooperation organisation 

committed to bilateral and multilateral good neighbourli-

ness. In a regional organization whose motto is cooperation 

and good Migtrbolir'r.lli:~ssand which is endowed with mechanisms 

of conflicts control and mediation, it is unlikely that 

a large state will threaten a small member of the group; 

if it does~ the threatened state can,,_, mobilise the other 

members of the group to bring pressure on the large state 

16. Rapaport and others, ed., n.4. p.l43. 

' 
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to moderate its behavious and submit the dispute to nego

tiation or the dispute to rtegotiation or arbitration . 

• ,.'The only way a small state can hope to protect it self 

from aggression or intervention by a majbr external power, 

or by a super-power, is by mobilising the support of an 
... 

enti·r:-.e· regional organisation in its behalf. This will 

certainly caution, if not always deter, the external 

power." 17 Being a memberin the regional cooperation 

~--· 
organi.zation, small state g~it~ a lot of help from other 

member for their ~conomic development also, 

There are four areas in the contemporary world 

1-v i t h c l us t e r s of s rna ll s tate s . These are in and around 

the Caribbean; in and around Africa; jn the Gulf; and 

in the Pacific 

I .J (I' A-·' 
The Caribbean- The f_ree trade area~ CARIF'ffi~ g!f.ve.:way tbvl<&pe 

Caribbean Community, CARICOM, in 1973 While CARICOM 

is essentially economic in its concerns, the intention 

was to go further; not only were the Heads of Government 

conferences responsible ultimately for determining the 

organisation's policy, including policy towards other 

international organizations, but a Foreign Affairs Com-
n ' --

mittee was established with the aim of ach1evinga;:1.m:emu.r:e; ..., -

of co-ordination of foreign policy. Increasing political 
----------------~ 

17. Bhabani Sen Gupta,,~" Regional _Organisations and the security 
of Small states:' M-Ao Hafif & A.R.Khm, ed. ~Security of _Small~tates 

-::-;_jDacca, 1987), p.263 • 
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and idealogical divisions have exacerbated economic ten-

sions and ·problems Jn between members. For some non--

Commonwealth Caribbean states, however, such problems 

have not been enough to counter~t a belief in the passible 
v ·~ 

benefits of membership and now lbave observer sta·tas, 

Moreover, while the states Qf the caribbean have· 

normally become members of the wider Organization of A~e-

rican States (OAS) on gaining their independence. Belize 

and Gayana have been unable to do so because of objections 

by Guatemala and Venezuela respect-ively. OAS has thirty~ 

·one members now among which USA is the most powerful one. 
N. 
11 It has been held by a number of commenta tions that the 

dominating role of the United States in the OAS system 

. . ' 18 has been a weakness ct"S' .. sweiliJ.eas a s;t:nengt:h'! ,,;_;,, 

strengthc'"l8 

Africa The most comprehensive contemporary African 

Organization is the Organiztion of African Unity (OAU). 

established in May 1963 with thirty--two members .. There 

are now fifty members, ten of which are small ·states~ 

It is a relativeley loose association of states designed 

to promote unity and solidarity in Africa on the basis 

of the basis of the principles of sovereignty, non-· 

18" Gordon Connell_;Smi th, 11 The Crisis in Central America:· 

President Regans Options'!' -~Jorld Today, Oct. 1983, 



inter:q-erence in internal affairs of member states~ resopf:?.;c;t 

for territorial integrity, peaceful settlement of disputes, 

the condemnation of political subversiion and a dedication 

to the . emancipation of dependent territories and inter-

national non-alignment. 'Decisions of the OAU are not 

blinding on members; they are recommendations only.•• 1 9 

The Arab League - The Arab League stretches from Mauitania 

·in the west to the Gulf peninsula and includes the sm~ll 

A number of de-states of Baharain, pjibouti and Qatar. 

fence-related·committees and groupings have been establi-

shed under the 1950 Treaty of Joint Defence and Coopera--

tibn which complements the Leag~e Charter. There is a 

Joint Defnece Council of Foreign and Defence Ministers 

and a Permanent Military Committee of army general staf~s. 

The league h~s contributed to the settlement of disputes 

·on a number of occasions. Under the 1950 Treaty· it. is 

authorised to act in resolving disputes between . member 

states and between memebers and non-memberso Its attempts 

at conciliation have been reinforced several times by 

a collective peace keeping force. The degree of defence 

co--operation among the· member states of the council has 

varied. Although they have not been able to agree on 

fi 
19. Harden, edo n.2, p. 29. 

, 
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the creation. of a joint Defence. Council, they have held 

a number of joint military exercises; 

The Pacific~,,·, The small states of the pacific are indivi-

dually incapable either of defending themselves from threats 

on the smallest scale, or of protecting theit marine reso-
\ 

urces. They have, ho~ever, taken various steps to concert. 

on a regional basis, primarily through the Sb-g~h":n Pacific 

CQmmission and the South Pacific Forum.'' 20 The Commission 

is a non-political body mainly concerned with training 

and aid programmes in the de~elopment and cultural fields 
r, ~ , 

which member:-s~_ip includes France the United· Kingdom and 

the United .States other than the small st-ates of South 

Pacific and Australia and New Zealand. 

The South pacific Forum is primarily a . political 

organisation, comprising the Heads of Government of inde-

pendent and self-governing states of the South Pacific 

Regi8n, l.e. including Australia. and New Zealand, but 

excluding the United.States, the United Kingdom and France. 

It meets at least annually, more often ·if necessary, at 

Heads of Government level and issues a. communique a.t th~ 

end of the meeting which indicates the preoccupations 

of participants. 

----'----------------. ---------------

20 .. Ibid,, p, 34' 
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The smalf states are . destined tb co-exist with 

big states; They have no separate collective organisations 

to protect their independence. and national frontiers. 

·They are insecure f~om internal contradictions and failing 

more than from the pursuit of national intere~ts by their 

big brothers, But small states can influence big states 

more by efficient . management of their domestic political 

economic~ and by achieving faster growth and development. 

The power thrust to create independent entities 

has been balanced by the emergence of an increasingly 

interdependent world, That interdependence and the Commu-

nications system which goes with it mean that the citizens 

of small states.can have access to information and services 

way beyond their states' inherent capacity to supply them. 

'The smallness of a state therefore does not automatica-
"' 

lly impose penalties on its citizens in. their private 

. ?~pacities .. :· t '.W:J,,t_h +~ucK, .:: judgemen:t~:vand·" the r:aqoption'.' of appropriate 
. . 

F!<?.l:icie,s, · rtl:).~~:· _9pouJ;9. 'Qe .. able to,: enjoy~ the!advantase"S-::o:ro :sma]lrtessJ J ~ 
. . . )l .. @1 

· · Wh..iltL~v;ing,:access :.~(! at wr'l-1, to the wider world." 

21. Linton, n.ll, p.224. 



CHAPTER 3 

COMMONWEALTH AND SMALL STATES 
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The erstwhile Briti-sh Empire has in some respects 

crumbled into 11 exceedingly small 11 fragments, and post-

colonial Empfr~~ ~illy-nilly h~s to grapple with. the problems 

:pr€(c1:pl~t-at,e:(l by a large number of mini- state members. 

Cyprus, Fiji, Grenada~ the Sychelles- each of thes~ place-

names evoke recent and continuing perplexities, and a 

full llist of all the small states of the contemporary 

Commonwe~lth and their pr?blems would be very long indeed. 

For Britain, of course; the age of empire, however rel u-· 

t '. .._ l c uanv y 
\ 

protracted, is not entirely over. Britain is 

still vested with some onerous colonial responsibilities, 

left-over of empire, as the Falklands, Gibraltar and Horig

kong factors have each forcibly remained us recently.l 
., 
~-

Here our aim is centred around independent small states~ 

~o we have to see how the commonwealth has so far· handled 

the phenomenon of th~ small states with their fragilities 

and fixations , not the Britain with its small dependencies. 

The commonwealth is a unique post-imperial inter-

national association which since 1965, has been vested 

with its own secretariat and headquarters in London. 

·1. Editorial, 11 Small States and Left-Overs of Empire. 11 

;F.o~n? Table (London)~ no.256 (1984) 9 p.l22, 
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Although the Commonwealth has evolved from the former 

British Empire, it is not a British run club. Nor is 

it a military alliance; many of its members also belong 

to the Non-Aligned Movement, Of the Commonwealth's present 

forty-eight members (after Fiji's suspension in 1987), 

twenty-four have populations of under one million. 

Commonwealth micro-states are mostly to be found in three 

aeras: ten in the Carri bbean, three in Southern Africa 

or off the east African coast, and seven in the pacific. 
2 

In view of the large and rapidly growing number 

of micro-states, the Commonwealth has devoted consider-

able attention to their special problems. "The security 

needs of micro--states were initially discussed o:y,r Common

wealth Heads of Government in 1969 in the light of the 

problems facing Guyana." 3 Commonwealth concern with 

'small states' was first given formal expression at the 
~I> 

meeting of Finance Min~tters in 1977 in Barbado·s. Having 

·noted the special characteristics of small island econo

mis~, particularly their extreme dependence on exports -
and imports, high dependence on capital inflows, and in 

some cases ·their natural resources, the Ministers urged 

2" Shei'la Harden, · ed. , Small is Dangerous: Micro s ta.tes 
~i~ __ !Vlacro W?r l_c!_London, 1985) pp. l--23. 

3- ibid~~l[ .pp .. 8-23 . 

. , . 



the international community to adopt a more flexible app-

roach to the reuqirements of these countries as well as 

special measures to assist them. 4 following Yf?'E£r',, 

at their first. regional Meeting, Commonwealth Heads of 

' 
Government from the Asia/Pacific region asked the Secretary-

General to seek support for Corrimonweai th-wide programmes 

to counteract the particular difficulties which beset 

the growing number of small· members, particularly the 

island developing countries. 
' 

In response, the Commonwealth Secretariat prepared 

a programme designed to assist in overcoming "the dis--

advantages of small size, isolation and scarce resources 

which ·. severly limit the capacity of such countries to 

achieve their development objectives or to persue their 

national interests in a wider international context." 5 

This was endorsed by Commonwealth Heads of Government 

at their 1979 Meeting held in Lusaka. Its importance of 

this work was reaffirmed at their 1981 Meeting held in 

Mel bourne. Since that time the effort has continued to 

be expanded on a pragmatic basi~~: a small states perspe-
' 

cti ve now informs the work of all of the secretariat's 

functional Divisions. 

4. Report ;of a Commonwealth Consul ta ti ve Group, Vulner-
abiliti~Small States in the Globil Society, (London,l9B5) 
p.L 

5. ibid., ppcl-2. 
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Meeting in New Delhi in November 1983, with the 

Political repercussions of events in Grenada still reso-

nant, Commonwealth leaders felt that the problems of small 

states ''deServed considerat~on on a wider basis, including 

that of national security", They accordingly requested 

the Secret~ry-Gene~al to understance a study of the special 
-... 

needs of small states "Conso~nt with the right to sovere-

ignty and territorial integrity that they shared with 

all nations". In their Goa Delclaration on International 

security, the Commonwealth leaders articulated their par-

ticular concern at the •vulnerability of small states 

to external at tacks and interference in· their affairs. 

"These Countries," they declared "are members of the inter-

national community which must respect their independence 

and, at the very least has a moral obligation to provide 

effectively for their territorial integrity.''6 

It was .'::;~~P:>:: pursuance of this that the Secretary 

General established a Group which consisted of Fourteen 

distinguished diplomats, academics, and civil servants 

from the Commonwealth countries to carry out the study 

on small states.· The study says small states are either 

6. Small is a Beautiful but vulnerable-o~ening address 
by Commonwealth Secretary General to the- first meeting 
of the Commonwealth consul ta ti ve Group ori the Special 
Ne~ds of small ~tates, 18 July, 84. 
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islands or are flanked by larger more powerful neighbours 

as, for example, Botswana, Lesotho and swaziland are with 

South Africa. Their lo6ation often means they have greater 

strategic importante than their size would otherwise merit. 

Although the report makes 79 tecommendations for enhancirtg 

the security· of small states, it implicitly recognizes 

that there are limitatioris as to what can be done either 

by th~ international community or the countries themselves 

about their security, Small will always be vulnerable. 

But the report stresses that the international c~mmunity, 

particularly the United Nations, has a special obligation 

to ensure their. security. 

The report callS upon the United ~ations Secretary-

General t6 play a more active role in the spirit of Article 

99 of the UN Charter when a small state feels itelf to 

be 11 under military· threa t 11 from another . state and not 

wait for an attack. It also suggests that the Security 

Council should consider recognizing formal declarations 

of nuetrali ty or nonalignment by small states it filr.ther.recommends11 

tnat:·_sma:tl:s·tatem,_shaum. consider establishing their own regi-

.onal security arrangements, a solution particularly app"-

ropria te to a region like the Caribbean where a large 

number of small count~ies are clustered together. It 

also suggests establishing defence links with larger ~egi-



onal powers although warns of the danger of becoming un-

acceptably subordinate to large neighbours. The report 

also recommends small states should ih their own interests 

"adopt a· generally discreet posture" in. foreign Policy 

to avoid provoking hostility from other state. 7 

At Nassau (Bahamas) on 22 October, 1985, Heads 

of Government of Commonwealth Countries, welcomed the 

report "Vulnerability" Small States in a global society" . . . 
They stressed particular problems being faced by small 

land-locked Countries in southern Afirca, especially at 

that time, .and the need for increassed assistance for 

domestic and ·regional efforts to overcome their trans

portation problems; 8 

The leaders at Nassau stressed that action to reduce 

the vulnerability of the small states "should not diminish 

their status as independent, sovereign and equal members 

of the world · Community. , Efforts should be directed at 

worl~ing for the realization of a global environment safe 

for small states and conducive to their economic reality. 9 

7- The Times (London), 30 September, 1985 

8, The Times, 24 October 1985, 

9. I>LS. Rajarr, "Small States and the Sovereign-Nation
Stat~ System,

4
•• International Studies, vol.25, no.1, 

( 19bb) ' pp. 1- ' 
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Later at Vancouver summit in October 1987, Heads. 

of Government of Commonwealth Countries reaffirmed their 

view that beca~se of ·their particular problems, small 
' 

' states meritedLal special measures of support and should 

continue to have priority in the developmental assistance 

given by the Secretariat. They recogni'sed that interna-

tional developments continued to demonstrate "the peculiar 

vulnerability of these states and they urged the continua-

tion of efforts towards the ac.hievement, at. both domestic 

and global levels, of an environment conducive to the 

security and viability of these states. Heads of Govern-

ment thought it important to improve cooperation among 

the small states themselves and for the Commonwealth to 

maintain recognition of these states as a group and to 

ensu.re that their problems were given adequate attention 

in International fora generally. 10 

After US invasion of Grenada, publicity and a degree 

of plausibility have been given to the dramatic phrase 

apparently coined by sir Geoffery Howe, that there is 

a dire need for measures to prevent the "hi jacking of 

Small S +uatPs". 11 H.· k. · t + th - lJaC lng .we may poln ouv, means e 

means the seizure of persons' sometimes also of property 

10. Survey of Current Affairs (London, November 1987), 

11. Editorial, n.l. p.l22. 



(very frequentiy these days aeroplanes, hence 'skyjacking') 

for purpose of extortion and black mail. But the subver-

sian or invasion. of a state inherently is usually aimed 

at securing that monopoly of governmental power and con-

trol of the state which will enable that usurper to become 

the government. 

Because the most frequent security threats taking 

small states today are those of subversion, the coutld'etat 

or (much more rarely than is 6ommorily supposed) revolution, 

it follows that preventing security measures need to be 

those of counter-subversion, legitimate rule and counter-

revolution. It has been observed "The· security and 

other problems of small states are many and real but these 
o:O. 

~hould nbt be primarily conceived in terms of warding 

off hijacking''~2 

Whether the Commonwealth can act as a constructive 

agent of peaceful practical resolution 6f particular con-

flicts cannot be foreseen in advance. In principle it 

is always a::Lilable. for its members to try to utilize. 

Whether and how'skilfully and successfully the Commonwealth 

will actually be used does and will vary each case. For 

Cyprus in 1947 and for Grenada in 1983 the Commonwealth 

was impotent or inept 0 .. ' .L For Belize and ~uyana, 

and perhaps for the Sych~Les~ it has provided some succour 
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and valuable support. 

The commonwealth is not a security sytem; but it 

is an as so cia tion for encouraging measures of individual 

and collective self-help in ~ecurity as in other matters. 

With more than half its current membership being small 

states it is inevitable that the Commonwealth of the pre-

ent and the future be much preoccupied with their pro-· 

blems. The people of dependencies, no less~ than those 

of independent mini-states, do not, of course, see them-

selves as parts of mere left-overs of empire. Whether 

or not fixated about their past, they are more naturally 

concerned about their futureso There is much recent evi-
• 

dence to remind us . that micro-states can beget, or be 

a cause of more than micro-problems._ 

t 

As Harden points> out.,1''the .: Coinmomwe<f'rtn ms'fso\ far ;;played~ 16bif 5a limi

. lt.ed rnili~ary:-to-1<=-~".~3 A number of its members ha:ve provided 

joint security forces on occasions, most notably in the 

Commonwealth Monitoring Force, which, together with the 

Commonwealth Observer Group, oversaw ZimbabwJs transition 

to indepence. In 1982, a small ·(thirty six member) team 

drawn from eight Common0ealth Countries was also sent 

13. Harden, n.2, p.23. 
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to Uganda· wi·th the aim of assisting tne creation of a 

Ugandan national army. Individually, several Commonwealth 

States have provided troops to a fellow Commonwealth Country 

for training purposes or in civil su~port roles, including 

not only the. United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand, 

but also Tanzania, Papua New Guinea and Fiji, 

However,· while the Commonwealth has been much 

concerned about the problem of Cyprus since it became 

independent and a member in 1960, it has proved ineffe-

ctive in its support for the Cypriot government following 

the Turkish invasion of 1974. On the other hand, in other 

cases, Commonwealth diplomatic support has been influen-

tial. It is highlighted that, "The Commonwealth Ministe-

rial Committee on Belize, for examp~e, acted as a persua-

si ve pressure group in mobilising support in the Q"hlted 

Nations and among the Non-Aligned Movement for the right 

of Belize to independence, and in exposing Guatmalan irre-

dent ism" 14 

The commonwealth not only provides a forum for 

discussion on political and eocnomic issues, but has als~ 

established a number bf development funds,:operated by 

the Secret ear ia t} and other technical services such e.,s: 

14. Ibid., p. 24. 
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as the Commonwealth Legal Advisory Service, which have 

been widely commended. The Cbmmonwealth Fund for Technical 

_Cooperation ( CFTP) , with its small- in--house consul tancy 

unit the Technical Assistance Group (TAG), has been espe-

cially successful-. The expertise of TAG's consultants 

covers a wide range of issues and sectors: the delimi-

tation and negotiation of maritime bound~ries; advice 

on public investment, economic management and statistical 
•· 

services; oil exploration and. oil development strategies; 

and tax and royalty levels for various minereals. It works 

increasingly in collaboration with other agencies, and 

has in deed porovided a model for other programmes. It 

has proved especially' attractive to, and ·useful. for, many 

of the Commonwealth's micro-states~ most of whom. have 

sought its services E>in one sector or another. The. CFTC 

is funded largely by Britain ( 30 percent), Canada, and 

Australia, a=il.though all Commonwealth members contribute. 

It has grown considerably over the nast fifteen years: 

from "l,4oo,ooo in 1971 to an estimated dil 26 million in 

1985/86. In view of the value attached to it, considera-

tion should be given to its further enlargement.l5 

' At the M_elbourne CHOGM an item on 'small island 

15. ibid.' p.25. 
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states· and other spe~ially di~advantaged countries' was 

tabled for the first time as a separate issue on the agenda. 

This subject provoked a lively debate. For some of the 

smali states their contributions under this heading were 

their principal, and in some cases their only, statements 

during_ the formal business of the meeting. When Nauru 

(that coral atoll . in the Central· Pacific with a popula-

tion slightly over 7000 in 1979) became independent in 

1968 it was deemed too small for full membership of the 

Commonwealth and the category of special Member was inven-

ted for it.Special members enjoy all the benefits of mem-

bership but do not attend the CHOGMS-·by now, with Tuvalu, 

St, Vincent and the Grenadines, as well as Nauru, there 

are 16 four special Members. 

The commonwealth's ministates (and they mostly are 

mini as well as insular) are to be found mostly in the· 

Caribbean or in the South Pacific and tbeir policies and 

problems bear the imprint of these environments especially 

in relation to regionalism. 

In the Pacific, eleven island states are currently 

associated with Australia and New Zealand in the0 Pacific 

16. Editorial, "The Commonwealth in Geopolitics," Round 

Table, no.250, (1988), p. 374. 



Forum, 

these 

'I,. 
''c:' Ji_) -:,r;--

Territori~lly and demographically small though 

eleven island states are, distances in the South 

Pacific are imense and their homelands range over 4000 

miles, from western Australia in the west to the Cook 

islands in the east, and from Kirbati on the Equator to 

the Ross Sea dependency on the Antarctic Continent. 'At 

the Mel bourne CHOGM in 1981 the only public reservations 

made about the relevance of the Commonwealth associated 

for their needs were made known by some Paciifc island 

leaders (Ratu Mara, Efi and Abelua) who at . times showed 

impatience vvi th what they felt was a lacu of concentra-

tion on practical, especially economic measures' 17 

At the Malbourne CHOG Australia repeated an earlier 

offer to pay for apropriate facilities to be provided 

din New York to enable pacific states to maintairt repre-

sent a tion at the Uni td Nations. The Mel bourne Communique 

noted that this matter would be the subject of further 

, consultatin between the governments concerned. At the 

meeeting of Caribbean Commonwealth countries with Canada 

in St. Lucia in February 1981, Canada was asked, and in 

principle it agreed to express Caribbean intersts and 

concerns at the economic summits of the seven major 
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industrialized countries and at other relevant meetings 

where shewas a participant and the small states were not. 

Although the Australian government . saw this i tern 

regarding' island and specially disadvantaged states' 

as an opportunity to concentrate atte~tion on some special 

problems confronting the small Pacific Island States 9 

the participation of Pacific Jeaders who spoke tended 

to be oversha.dowed by and ny £,::and:--; large hy;•~ more. assured 

and articulate Caribbean spokeman. Grenada and St.Lucia 

strongly urged the establishment of a Commonwealth Select 

Committee on the Small Island States and Other Spec1ally 

Disadvantaged Countries, in the event. this proposal, 

which and failed to secure endorsement in Lusaka in 1979. 

again was.not acepted. 

...... 
An Indian exper:.t 

\r 
is of the v±.ew that,""a small state 

.; 

face a number of problems to become a member of any inter-

national organisations, the main problem 
.... ,. 

)fi@pc'fe is the 

financial constraint. There is also an acute scarcity 

of trained personnel for representation, at the headquarters 

of international organisations·."" l8 This is especially 

felt by states which want to be members of the United 

18. Rajan, n.9, pp 6-8. 
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Nations. Here the Cornmonw~alth came up with an imaginative 

solution, The Commonwealth Secretariat London has c:=:s~et· 

up on office in New York for the benefit of small Common-

wealth states which cannot afford to mairitain an office. 

These states need pay only for the national personnel 

·of their respective ;-permai}ent miss;i.ohs.· -~ ·.-.' ::':;,· '·,,_~:, · .:::·1 ·;- ::l521 

is being financed with Aust~alian assistance and is being 

used by the Maldives, Papua New Guinea, the Solom6n Islands, 

and Western Samoa, Commonwealth officials decided to extend 

this facility recently (1986) to other small Commonwealth 

stats too my broadening the sources of financial assi--

stance, 

It is true that the Commonwealth Secretariat has 

already initiated an extensive programme of assistance 

to small ·states h ut··r 0 t in· many sp eres. n spl ,e of that the 

Commonwealth Consul ta ti ve Group which had be-en. set up after 

Delhi CHOGM, opi·nes that the commonwealth is especially 

well placed to take practical measures to help small states 

in promoting their security interest as well~ 1 9. The 

programme already encompasses a wide spectrum of support 

in the political, econoic and social fields, and an expan-

sion of the secretariat' s· activities . in these areas 



would contribute significantly to reducing small states 1 

vulnerability,. Small states security problems and object-

ives should, however, be kept constantly in mind when 

formulating new projects o~ considering how best to respond 

to requests for assistance from their governments. The 

present programme can be adapted by making a more focused 

use of the existing institutions and procedures. There 

is also a need for additional assistance at the bilateral 

level, . but again, in many instances this will be largely 

a matter of bUilding on existing aid and co-opeEation arr-

angements" >i The -Commonwealth Consul ta ti ve Group in their 

report, has made 20 suggestions under two heads, i,e . 
.:& 

Extending the use of~ the.:;£ommonwe13-llth s:tmctutr"es :-.._·and ~specifi~ 

~!Yt I~~~l¥ies.::; = :,p;y e ~~-q~ fpimJJ.qn:rv.~l0~!'1. ~i~;:l.;,:f,e, able to help the small 

states in_ the effective way. 

A. Extending the use of Commonwealth structure: 

1. The Secretary-General has been in an excellent posi-

tion personally to c~ntribute to the general promotion 

of small states 1 security interest and group would urge 

that he continues this role through quiet diplomacy on 

an on-going basis . 

2, He has also been able to contribute to the resolution 

of disputes involving member countries. In furtherance 



of this role, with regard to a security crisis arising 

for a small member state the Se6retary-General might con-

sider it advisable to initiate immediate consultations 

with that state and with the other member states .in the 

region in order to det·ermine whether there is any wish 

for pan-Commonwealth action. In certain circumstances 

it might also· be appropriate for him to despatch a team 

at the request of a small state facing an external threat 

to its security: 

3. Special meetings of small states specifically on eco-

nomic and financial rna tters should be arranged when the 

occasion warrants. They would be particularly helpful 

if organised in preparation for upcoming major interna..;;. 

tional negotiating conferences, and would assist the Se-

cretariat in trying t~ en~ure that small state's interests 

are adequately represented at these fora. 

4. The Commonwealth Fund for Technical Cooperation should 

be enabled to respond to requests from small states for 

training assistance and consultanc~ services for projects 

relevant to their Security problems. As the Fundis terms 

of reverence preclude it from financing projects directly 

concerned with national security, group recommends that 
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,these· be revis~~d with a view to removing the restriction 

entirely, or at least in the case· of the smaller number 

countries. 

5. Additional resources should be provided to enable 

the Commercial Crime Unit of the Secretariat to meet the 

increasing demand for its services, mainly from small 

states. 

6. The Group has made a l~st of the small states general 

training needs and Group wants that these should be noted 

by the Secretariat/CFTC with a view to augmenting the 

training programmes where appropriate. 

7 ., Number countries could likewise review the list of 

training needs in order to determine the level and type 

of additional training assistance • they feel they are 
I ; 

in a position to offer, either by expanding existing pro-

gramme or by offering new ones as may be appropriate. 

8. In the spehre specifically military, paramilitary 

and police training, where a number of permanent arrange-

ments have already been established, there in also room 

for both wider and more intensive bilateral co~operation. 



Member Cciuntries ~hould take initiatives to incfease 

the flow of intelligence information to and between small~~ 

·states. 

/ 

10. Existing intra-Commonwealth bilateral defence co-

oper~tion programmes which include the supply of military 

hardware and joint service operations, have proved their 

util.i ty and should constitute a basis for expanded. co-

operation. 

11. There have been occcasions when a Commonwealth country 

has pro~ided direct military assistance to a small member-

state at its request at a moment of crisis, this practice 

is worth maintaining/. 

\ 

12. The flow-up work on the establishment of a Common-

wealth Risk Capital Facility being carried out by the 

Secretariat should pay particular attention to small state's 

needs and be completed as early as passible~ 

13. The Secretariat's capital markets programme should 

give~ increased .attention to assisting small states to 

taPcapital markets. 

14, If a new round of multilateral trade negotiations 



is heldr1 the Secretariat should arrange a meeting of small 

member states to discuss issues of special interest to 

them and also to ensure that their interests are adequately 

representated in the negotiations. 

15. Despite current budget stringency, the significant 

levels sof commonwealth bilateral aid to small states 

should not only be maintained but improved over time. 

B. Specific New Measures: 

16. In the event tna t a particular group of small s"ta te -, 

decides set up its own regional security force, Common

wealth resources should, whenever possible, be made avail-

able on both a multilateral and bilateral basis. 

17. Commonwealth governments should consider with sympathy 
e 

requests for adhoc :forces'-,:3 to assist member states facing 

acute security problems, 

18. All Commonwealth governments are urged to use their 

good offices ::._to discourage intensive and irresponsible 

reporting about small states, at least by the media in 

their own countries. This concern should also be brought 

to the attention of the Commonwealth Press Union. 
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19. The successful Australian funded scheme providing 

a joint New .York office for the permanent United Nations 

missions for four of the Commonwealth's very small countries 

should now be accepted as a permanent measure and under-

taken as a collective Commonwealth obligation, including 

a contri_bution by 'the benefi.ciary countries. 

R~sources should also be made available for similar 

facilities for other regional groups of small states that 

might seek such assistance. 

20. Group strongly urges Commonwealth Heads of Go~ernment 

to consider ways in which the United Nations can be uti-

lised to promote actin for advancing the security interests 

of small states and, specifically, how the measures advo-

cated in the report could be brought to the attention 

of the international Community. 

It is true that the recommendations of the Common-

wealth Consultative Group regarding small states has been 

widely appreciated by one and all. At Nassau summit in 

the year of 1985, Commonwealth Heads of Government while 

welcoming the report urged the need for increased assi
' 

stance for domestic and regional efforts to overcome the 

transportation problems of small land-locked states. 

Again in the Vancouver summit in 1987, Heads of Government 



reaffirmed their ·view that because of their particular 

problems, small states merited special measures of support 

and should continue to have priority in the development 

assistance given by the Secretariat. There is no doubt 

that the small states enjoy priori ties at the time of 

distribution of assistance by the Commonwealth Secretariat 

and they are being helped by other technical services 

such as the Commonwealth Legal Advising Service, the 

Commonwealth Fund for Technical Cooperation ( CFTC) with 

its small in house consultancy unit, the Technical Assitance 

Group (TAG). But all these are· not enough and the Common-

wealth Secretariat is facing acute shortage of funds while 

thinking of doing something special for ·the small states. 

So, the Report's recommend~tions for diplomatic and mili-

tary courses of action are largely academic unless the 

Heads of Government of the Commonwealth countries decide 

to back them with funds. 20 

20c Roberto Espindola~ "Let Grenadas go Neutral, says 

Secuirty Report," Sun-day Times (London) 9 13 October 

1985. 
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Security is a lively topic in contemporary 

thought but the relative absence of security in 

the world attents to its elusive nature. 'Today: 

confidence in the possibility of a more lasting 

peace wavers. Current events do not indicate the 

durability of security : arrangemen:ts 

history reveals the ever present striving of nations 

for security, It is stated that "Because security 

is oftene identified with the survival of the nation 

itself, . great many theories and strategies · have 

been formulated to show how security may be attained 

by effective manipulation of social economic, 

political, and military conditions. Yet the rela~ 

1 

tive absence of security is quite obvious.".L 

Defence and national security pose special 

problems for small states and territories, though 

the question is of universal concern and importance. 

For comparatively tiny terri tor ies which have nei-

ther the man-power nor the resources"t6:.:create and 
' ., 

maintain a defence sys tern adequate for even to1ken -· 
res~stance, physical and psychological arrangements 

1. Estrella D. Solidum, ·"The Policy of Distancing 
by Small States for Security"~.M.A Hc:diz and 
A R. Khan 1 ed. J §e~u~~- ty of_o?_mall __ _.c; -~ ::.::~---~_!,_13_:~~~ 
(Dacca~ 1987), p .. 2o9. 



are essential for security. At one stage of history, 

small states tried to remain neutral and non-commital 

hoping that. they would be ignored by bigger states. 
l 

But the experience of the two World . War.§. in this 

re®ntury alone has shown ·this approach to be unwork-

able, Since World War II, small states -and terri-

tories have had to look for other arrangement§,"2 

··./ .·) ... ' :_1 • ~ 

Robert Espindola is of v.iew that the small states 

face two overreaching· security threats at present: 

escalating East-West tension and an increase in the, 

use of military force in the resolution of conflicts3 

Having contained the development of each other's 

spheres of influ~nce in Europe and having reached 

a dangerous stalemate in nuclear deterence, the two 

superpowers have translated their conrlict in to 

a . zero--sum, game played 

Third World, 4 They are 

out 

no 

at. every corner of the 

longer interested only 

in those countries with strategic value because of 

their geographical position or natural resources. 

-··--------··-·-·-----·---

2 Rapaport and others, Small Scales and Territo-

3. R Espindola, "Security Dilemmas", in(~ clarke and 

.,._ T. payne , ed., Po~-~ tics, S_ec~ri t.x__anq_:g_~velopmen:t _ 

_ i_~_§_rnall s ta tes_(_London_.1_987.) __ :.p....:_63 ° 

4. R Cas sen, ed. Soviet Interests in the Third 

World (London, 1985). 
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Low-cost 6perations to destabilize a country or effect 

a change in its affil ia tin to a superpower are now 

·undertaken, even if the country in question is of 

little real strategic value: The object is to make 

the other superpower· blink, force it to stretch its 

political and military resources away from the main 

theatres of conflict and acquire additional bargain

ing powers? 

Coupled with the extension of superpower confir~ 

mation, the end of the 1970&, brought about an inten-

sification relations, with the consequent weakening 

of belief in the pos_si bili ty of :p:·,peaaeflul resolution 

of conflicts .. The end of the Vie't[lam war appeared 

to have demonstrated the futility and high cost of 

military solutions, but reliance on alternative means 

was short lived, as has been shown _in the South At-

lantic,. the Sahara. Chad, Afghanistan, the Arab Gulf, 

Labanon, Ethiopia~ Kampuchea, Southern Africa, Grenada, 
6 

Central America, a·nd the Seyche-lles, '•· Mili tary;,:ma.no--

_euvres, particularly naval exercises, have come to 

6. ibid.' p.65, 



symbalize the presence of the superpower throughout 

the Third World. 

Threats to small states can be grouped withen 

four categorie;~7 These are threats to: 
'-..._ 

i) territorial security 

ii) political security 

iii) economic 8security 

iv technological security 

1~Threats to territorial securi.ty may arise from 

the actions of a primary power or more powerful neigh-

bours, Other than direct intervention in the form 

of invasion or occupation of terri tory, external assi-

stance might. be provided to overseas based natiohal 

dissidents mercenaries. or internally to g·y;errilla 

or seccessionist groups 18 . In some instances secces-:-

sionist or separatist groups have become linked with 

transitional violence. More generally, transnational 

violence, in the form of sabotage, assasina tion, the 

taking of h<~stages and the hijacking or destruction 

-of aircraft artd ships have intensified and been facili··· 

7. Report of a Commonwealth Consultative Group~ vul-
nerability: Small States in ~he_G~ob~~~~ciet~ (London, 
l985), pp. 14-33· 

8. R.P. Barton, "Diplomacy and Security Dilemmas 
for Small States" in lV.i.A, Hafix and A.R .. Khan, ed. 
Security of Small States, (Dacca, 1987) p.232: 
k·-·-· 
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'ta ted by the modern transport. The modern state toq 

faces major administrative problems in controlling 

both its terr.i tory and external policyo In this res--

pect~ other. threats to territorial security· include 

refugee movements and externally controlled illicit 

operations; e.g. smuggling, drug .traffic, arms deals 

and piracy. Scattered small island states in this res-

pect face recurrent difficulties, which tend to be 

m~gnified and exacerbated if the small state. is an 

offshore transit centre close to a major power. 9 :9 

Threats to political security are among~t.s the 

communist forms of threat. to small states, "The weak. 

nature of many Third World States essentially derives 

from the lack of legitimate and effective civilian 

:l.t . t"t t• .lO or ml l ary lns 1 u lOn'!. -··- A regime may be threatened 

from a number of sources such as ethnic disturbances? 

maJor domestic &1ea.vages, and internal threats backed 

by external involvement, Some small states .have also 

become extremely sensitive to ~xternal media coverage 

of internal developments in their country., Moves to 

limit informatin may, however, have an opposite effect 

g. Report 1 n. 7, .16. 

10. David Goldsworthy, "Civilian Control of the Mili
tary in Black Africa", African Affai~- VoL80~no .. 318; 

1981. 
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to that ititended by creating heightened uncertainty 

about a regime and its policies . 

. In· the third area of threats to economic security 

are included.,_ internal, external or .transEatjjomJLl_ actions 

which adversely affect three main aspects; national 

economic development policies, the international finan

cial position and international trade policies.~A fourth 

aspect of economic security may be the effect of perLo-

die major natural disasters and industrial accidents. 

A key aspect o( these probelms relates to the dependent 

nature of small states' economics. Small sta.ets need 

external aid to develop their infrastructure; markets 

in which to sell.their commodity production, and fore-

ign investment to introduce a measure of industrial!--

zation to their economy. Some even require financial 

·assistance to balance the budgets, and most need help· 

in securing oil supplies. The solution to these problems 

is in the hands of the developed industrial nations, 

but their assistance r1__s not r;ree, 
. ' 

it requires the 

allegiance of the small states which, accoridngly becomes 

. 11 a client of one of the two bloas. 

11. Espinadola, no.3, p.68. 

., 



The fourth group of threats technological is 

suggested in order to convey the problems associated 

with the technological development of state. Rapid 

developments in_a number of areas o~ tt~chnology, such 

as telecommunications and data transform has drawn 

attention to the problem of technological management. 

Thus, technological security is concerned with the~ 

ability of a state to evaluate, plan and co-ordinate 

both the acquisition .and use of approria te techrw·Logy. _, h 

for development . requirements. Rather than the ·piece--

meal acquisition of technology, the concept of techno-

logiqal security places emphasis on developing national 

capabilities to make 12 strategic analyses of technology. . 

All states are concerned with their security, 

However, not all states are able to identify their 

national values and arrange them into a hierarchy for 

appropriate identification of their satisfaction levels, 

Obviously, big states, because of 'a greater .command 

of the r~sour~es available to them are able to prescive 

their rwationaJ:'t values. It is a different matter with 

small states. <•small States have less resources and 

Innovation, p. 225-
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less ability to manipulate local and external conditions 

to satisfy their national values~ . 13 As a result, their 

·values are not as much in quantity an quality as those 

of the big states. But suffice it .to -say that, small 

states keenly desire to maintain theri securi.ty as well. 

Some of the strategies that small states use for their 

security include isolatin, alliance, submerging to 

larger entities in order to maintain part of its secu-

ri ty, using leverage of geography and population cha-

racteristics to advantage, reliance on the United Nations 

and internal legal systems, non-alignment, and the 

l 'kc 11+. 
l ~· 

)(~~-· '. 

·Many-small states have pursued economic policies 

sui table for their ·national conditions, making their 

economies independent and their peo~le better off. 

As the Chinese saying goes, the best way to rule a 

cQuntry is first of all to make the people rich. After 

their politic l indepence won, the small countries 

like other economic construction, and try to establish 

15· an independent economy. In order to develop produc·-

tion and liberate productive forces, they have also 

15. Guo Jingan, "Ways and Means of promote Peace and 
Development and Safeguard the Security of Small 
Statesn, in i\LJL Hafiz and A.R. Khan, ed,, Security .--.·o' 

-~. ·'~f::'i·smalA<:;§~-t"ites~· ::rnacca, 1987, p.lBOl. 
r 

. ' '' 

' ) 



attempted necessary reforms. tackled the question I . 

of the cost of living of their people, especially 

that the f<a,rmers and < ' herda;men who make the majority 

.of the population. They have tried to lighten the tax 

burden on the people so as to improve their living 

standard. In order to develop thair economies1 they 

ha~ adopted a pol icy of self-.....-reliance with their a tten

tion focussed on the domestic cqndi tions, and at the 

same time have tried to make good use of foreign capital 

and technology and useful foreign experience in mana-

gement, for the purpose of developing their economies. 

!!)The outcome, hower,ver, has not always been encoura-
16· 

ging,,. " r 

Regional C?Opera tion organiza ti:9"nli whh~iQ promote 

normalisation ?.cii' bilateral and multilateral relations . ' 

between and among its members, are probably the best. 

insurance the small states in to-day's world can bu~y 

for the security of their national frontiers, against 

1 h . 11 ., + d · · rr s 11 externa c a enges> t;.~hrea vS an 1nvas1ons.. ,_ rna 

States are more secure if they belong to a regional 

cooperation organisation best suited to mediate between 

17. Bhabani Sen Gupta, "Regional Organisations and the 
Security of Small States", in M.A. Hafiz and A.E~Khan 
ed., Security of Small States (Dacca, 1987), pp.263-
4o 
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two conflicting small member-states. 

In a regional organisation who~e motto is coope-

ration and good neighbourliness, and which is endowed 

with mechanisms of conflicts control and mediation, 

it is unlikely that a large state wi.ll threaten a small 
" 

member of the group; _if it does, the threatened state 

can mobilise the other members of the group to bring 

pressure on the large state to moderate its behaviour 

and submit the dispute to negotiation or arbitration. 

The best way a small state ~an h9pe td protect itself 

from aggression or intervention by a major external 

power, or by- a super power, in my mobil ising the sup-

port of an. entire regional organisation in its behalf. 

11 This will certainly, caution, ifnot always deter, the 

external power." 18 
In recent years; ~mall countries 

have attached greater importance to developing re-

gional economic cooperation and South-South cooopera-

tion. Regional economic cooperation and South-South 

' 
Cooperation are something new to these countries but 

undoubtedly they have great potentialities and a bright. 

future ahead. 
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Many small countries have attempted consolidation 

of the unity of all nationalities, people of different 

strata,· political patties and political forces, atid 

elimination of internal disturbing factors. The best 

internal guarantee of their national secy.ri ty is to 

make the people live and work in happiness, harmony 

and sdlidarity, leaving no room for the hegemonists 

to play a role in their affairs. The leaders are trying 

to adopt the Grave~yard strategy which involves the 

mobilisation of the entire populace for national defence~~g 

Since it is a strategy which commits a country to resist 

aggression to the last citizen, the graveyard strategy 

satisfies the essential principles of· an effective 

deterrence policy. This is because apart from maximi-

sing the cost of aggression, the strategy seems to 

deny the potential aggressor any possible gain by p~re

senting the latt~r with the most likely option of peri-

shing in the process of its aggrression or inheriting 

a grave-yard. The ~0int is that the incentive for 
. ~ 

aggression with t ·be diminished considerably the very 

moment it is understood that there is nothing worth
J 

while to gain. The grave-yard strategy is meant solely 

19, T,A. Imobighe 9 "The Grave-Yard Strategy: A Survival 

Strategy for the 
A , R . Khan, e d , , 
1987)? p.326. 

small States" in M.A. Hafiz and 

S_ecurl.!:;i of Small Stat~s. _ _J .... D~Q9~ 
-.--. 
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to serve a defensive purpose. In the final analysis, 

a country's security has to rely. on its own people. 

The unity of the people of the whole country is the 

bastion of iron safeguard to their security. 

Another strategy that small states use these days 

is the policy of "Distancing". "Distancing" is a policy 

of maintain relationship with external big states to 

a level where by the small states, as user of the policy, 

is able to ensure itself against external interference 

or undue· influence and at the same time, is able to 

conduct its domE;;)£ tic·:~ and external policies with rea

sonable autonomy '?0
"0 The distance has to be a certain 

proportion between the states capabilities and the 

impinging external pressures and is characterised by 

a consistency of duration in accordance with the capa-

bilities and pressures, On a desired level, distancing 

will allow for a minimum of interference and involve-

ment with big power politics and mainatain a maximum 

of vitality for the user state. Distancing in a stra-

tegy for use bya small· state dealing with a big state 

whose actions are perceived to produce threats to the 

20. Solidum, n.l, p.290. 
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Since there are equally strong 

external actions that are competing for influence over 

a small state, the latter state maintains equal distance 

on equidistance to them both. T6day, more and more 

countries (Small and medium sized) have realised that 

to adopt such a foreign policy is wise and in the in-

terest of their own poeple, and that to aligned with 

big· power is not beneficial to their security. It has 

prompted them to adopt an independent and non-aligned 

foreign policy. 

Lastly, the overwhelming majority of the small 

st:ates have pursued a good neighbourhood policy. 21 Due 

to imperialist. and colonialist domination in hi~st~:tr;w, 
.. 

there have been disputes among manysmall countries. 

So long as they adhere to the principles of mutual 

understanding and accomoda tion their disputes are not 

hard to solve through negotiations. If they resort 

to force, if would not contribute to the solution 

of. the dispsutes but ·~arm their rela tionsh:Lp with nei-

ghbours. And the superpowers would make easy use of 

their <·ii~sptues. 

The maintenance of small countries' security is 

long process of st1~uggles and cannot be won for good 

21. Jingan, n. 15, p, 301. 



overnight. The security of small countries be mainta-

ined as long as the people of various countries unite 

themselves on the basis of the five principles of Peace-

ful Coexist·ence and. support each other in their reso
i.· 

lute fight against hegemoni~m and power politic~oppose 

the arms race and aggresssion and expansion, enforce 

the v South!.Sol:lth 'i- cooperation to help obtain the Third 

World's prosperity and security and promote the 

blbshment of a ne~ international economfc order. 

esta-
22 

In practice, small states are likely to adopt 

policies close to one of the above alternatives or 

indeed a combination of them, depending on their as se-

ssment of their secuirty objectives and the resources 

at their disposal. But, in final ~nalysis their secu-

rity wlll depend on the political will of other. larger 

states expressed through assistance, alliance, or the 

action of regional and international orgnisation. 23 

In a world characterised by East--West conflict, s.uch 

will is unlikely to exist, and small states are likely 

to remain pawns in superpower areas. Only concerted 

international actiop can prevent that conflict from 

spreading and there-by provide a more sec~re environment 

for all members of the international com~unity. 

,.....,....... -;-"1 ~ . 

22 .. i.btd~, ·p.~jOl~ 
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The united Nations is not a super-state or any-

thing resembling a world government. Membership of •· 

the United Nations does not simply confer a degree 

of legitimacy on its member states or offer possible 

material benefits. 26 Its primary purpose is to maintain 

international peace and security. 

The organs of the · United Nations rersponsible 

for the maintenance of international peace and security 

together with other appropriate bodies, have tried 

to make arrangements under which the sovereignty and 

territorial .. integrity of some of the territories can 

be p~e-s;.erved and, if ·pas si ble, guaranteed by the United 
. . 

Nations. Discussions in the United Nations have devoted 
• 

to devising special machinery to supplement the colle-

ctive security arrangements envisaged under the Charter. 

While strict adherence to the principles of the Charter 

by all Member States would obviate any need for special 

arrangements, the United Nations Members have recog"ni-

zed the possibility of non-observance of these princi-

ples by some Member states and consequently the need 

for further safeguards. 27 

26. Sheila Harden, ed., Small is Dangerous: Micro 
States in a Macro World ( London 1985), p.l4. 

27. Rapaport and Others, n.2, p.l45. 
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Small States and the UN Security System 

The United Nations, since it was founded in: 1945 ~ 

has gon~ through many vicissitudes~ from five members 

. at this inception, the membership of the world bodyu 

has increased to 159 with the admission of the last 

member, Brunei Darus Salam. In spite of the ~any diffi

culties through which the world body has passed. in 

its long journey from 1945, the continuing valid-ity 

of the United Natins is<.:recoghised by all the count-
24 

ries, big and small, weak ~nd powerful. It is to be 

noted that of the ~59 memebers of the United nations, 

thirty three are small stat~s. Of the dozen or so small 

states which are not Members of· the World body, many 

of them are. members oLt~,t-ner.l-' .:ilnsti tutions o·~ the World 

Nations famil~~ 

24 ,, Ha.l. i ur Rehma? "The Role of the UN in Emergence 

and Security of Sm::dl States' in ~.M.A. Hafiz and 

A. R. Khan, ed .-~ se-curity of Smal·l. States (Dacca,1987) .. 
p.l52. 

25. M. S.Rajan, "Small States and Sovereign- Nation 

State Sys tern", International Studies Vol. 25, no .l, 

(1988) pp. 3-8. 



In particular, the case of certain territories· 

in southern Afri6a have been a subject of grave concern 

to the United Nations. It was in regard to the former 

High Commission Terr~tori~s in Southern Africa, Botswana, - '. . 

Leso~tho and Swaz·!iland', that the United Nations was 
\ 

faced with the_ question of providing an adequate guar-

antee from external aggression to these states 

It as a rna tter of continuing concern to the United 

nations that these territories had been claimed by 

the 'minority racialist' Government in the Republic 

of South Afr~ca. Successive resolutions adopted by 

the General Assembly before the territories became 
. . 

independent included' Jno concrete step, but the opera-' . 

ti ve ·paragraph. of .General Assembly · re.sol uti on 1954 

(XVIII) of 11 December 1963 stated that "tne General 

Assembly solemnly warns the Government of the Republic 

of South.Africa that any attempt to annex or encroach 

upon the territorial integrity of these three Territo-

ries shall be considered an act of aggression.~ 

In regard to South-West Africa (Namibia), the 

General Assembly28 called upon ;~south Africa to remove 
. ' . 

all bases arid other military installations located 

28. General Assembly Resolution 2372(XXII) of 12 June 

1968. 



in the territory and to refrain from utilizing the 

territory in any way whatsoever as a military base 

for internal or external purposes. It ~lso declared 

that the continued foreign occupation by South Africa 

of the Territory of South-West Africa constituted a 

grave threat to international peace and security. 

But South Africa has continued to refuse to comply 

with the United Nations' demands that it withdraw from 

the former mandated territory. 

The United Nations has examined the situation 

in tne Pacific (Guam, the Trust Territory of the pacific 

Islands,· Papua,...New Guinea), in the Caribbean (Bermuda, 

United States Virgin Is lands, Bahamas) in the Indian 

Ocean (British Indian Ocean Territory) and has coricluded 

that strategic military consideratins are an important 

factor in prolonging colonical rule in many parts of 

the world. While it is contended that the existence 

of military bases in small territories w~uld adversely 

affect their march to independence, i'c~ is also said 

that the existence of military bases after independence, 

~~te~,-- ~~s'Xe~ ,. t? Yr'?}~~t~5:,.: s~s8~:~_\:r,~-,-; .~t ,W~~·tvbe r:e~o_7_ 

of military con7 
~ t • _ .~ ~_. ::: •• :" .~ ._.· ' • ..._ I .• / 

'· ... 
.. : ' .:.. :~ _!, ••• •·•''" ~ 

r .':'"· -· 
·.__. • .}!, -' 



' small states with military b~ses might be more vuineer-

able to outside attack, 

Presumably ~hen small states were admitted to 

the UN it was assumed that they would at least be as 

secure as other states and· there W0S no recognition 

of special vulnerability. Indeed small states have 

not been the object of more threats than larger Units, 

and it. is their potential ~rulnerabil ty in the contem

porary world which is the cause for concern. In theory, 
l 

the United Nations Charterl provides for the military 

protection of small countrids as of larger ones. 29 But 
1 
' w.hereas the latter might ! hope eta put ~p at least 

show of resistance j • t armed attack until some l:tgalns 
' 

the United Nations can a~:' semble some kind of peace-

keeping force, very small 3tates have no hope of doing 

this and will therefore al~ost certainly be overwhelmed 

and occupied by the attacker before any effective United 

Nations action can be or{~anised, even supposing that 

a sufficient degree of a·greement can be achieved at 

all by the body. "The guc.rntees of protection of their 

sovereignty embodied in the UN Charter are, at least 

in the present state of the world, sadly illusory so 

29. Nevill.e Linton, "A j::)olicy Perspective''. ,in Colin 
, Clarke and Tony Pa.yne, ed., Politics Security 
and Development in Small Sta·t.es (London, 19'87)p.214. 



far as small ~tates are concer~ed~)O 
s 

But, it is certain that the proliferation of 

small states had a moderating effect (to put it no 

higher than that) on the operatin of the "law of the 

jungle" in the sovereign na tio·;1-s tate sys tern, the law 

which permits the big fish to :swallow small ones. Ac..:_ 

cording to Prof. '' Raj an,, 'J:he Operation of the "law" has 

been madera tedin the post-194~) yea~s by certain other 

factors too-such as the tremendous expansion of the 

membership of the interna tic·nal community, the near-

universal membership of global org'anisation, · the great 
. ; I 

progress achieved in the dbveloment of world public 

opinin in consequence of jthe technological advance 

in communication and new media, the acceptance of the 

principle of self-determination of peoples as an opera-

ting norm of international politics, the widespread 

consciousness of the evils of emperialism and of the 

domination of the larger states over the smaller ones, 

and so on. 31 'Jihe cumulative and total effect o.f these 

developments,; is that the big states cannot attack or 

absorb the small states to-day with inpuni ty as they 

30. C.E,,., Diggines, '"The. Problem of Small States", 

The Rund Table (London), no.27l (l985)pp.204-8. 

31. Rajan, n.25, p.9-10. 
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used to do till the second.BWlrld war. Whenever 

the 11 law of the jungl'e 11 ·'has operatect-o in r~cent·cye'ars against 
.1:,.~:·~-~r: ... t·:;-.,, j ·; , '.-,~: :_j·: ; 1 

• : _ • ..... ; ••• (' .. ·.~ .i ,; ... t-.. ';·d~\.-:~,1.~' ...... -" ~;.:""" '1 ··~:-
8, small state as, for example against· the Bahamas(Abco Island),::,.:.~ 

'
1i.fie"r Comoros, Grenada, Lesotho, the Seychelles, Vanuatiu 

( Espiri to Santo Island~-: or Zanzibar the aggressor 

state has .had to. explain and justify its action ·to 

the interna'tional community, saying (dishonestly, though) 

that it did what it did "in self-defence 11 under Article 

51 of the UN Charter or for sOme other reason. What 

ismore important, it has felt the need to affirm sole-

mnly that it has no intention. of· annexing the victim 

state,· or that it has not in fact annexed if (as the 

Soviet Union annexed the Baltic states in the later 

1930s). 32 

The aggressor ~tates have generally withdr~wn 

or think to withdraw,· from the .-terri tory of the victim 

states and have proclaimed their respect for the prin-

ciple of self-determination of peoples. This is indeed 
; 

a far-reaiihi.jn]g achievement of the sovereign nation-state 
.· .. , 

system and augurs Well for the small states in the 

system. It is due to this achievement that some small 

states feel that they can now afford to dispense with 

their defence forces as no longer necessary for their 

protection from threats or acts of aggression. If 

some bther small states still maintain defence forces. 

3 2 . i b iid . ' p . . 12 . 
-t " ' ...... - t .. ... ~ .. 
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they do so only for symbolic or ceremonial reasons, 

indeed most small states do not even pe~ceive any inse-

Ucurity from external sources to their sovereignty 

and independence. The International Community aknow-

ledges the inherent right . o.f a sovereign s ta te-irre-

specti ve of its apparent inability to defend i tse1f · 

by its own armed strength against external attempts 

to conquer or subdue it-to coexist arid function in 

the sovereign - -nation-state system as though it did 

·not need any longer its own armed· 'strength for its 

sur vi val or· as though the sovereigna tion-s tate sys tern 

or the international community would protect or was 

capable of protecting every state. This is so despite 

the tragedY of Grenada in 1983. The various states, 

including the small states, know only too well that 

the traditional "law of the jurgle" still prevails, 

However, with the threat of conquest .and ~bsorption 

by the large staes almodst disppearing in the post-

Second World War the threat to small states has 

become more subtle- if more dargeroucs in the sense 

that it takes the forms of economic and c.. ieul tural sub-

version. 33 Therefore, small states do not seem 

33· New Nation (Dacca), 15 February 1987. 



to accord higher priority to the adoption of measures 

against threats to their territorial 
~ . 

integrity, sove-

reignty, and independence form external sources than 

to their economic development. This is a significant 

development, one· that testifies to the new-born confi-

dence of the small states about maintaining their sove-

reignty and territorial indeperidenc~ without· even·, 

' 
or with only, symbolic anned·:·l forces, as well as the 

tolerance and understanding of the other states and 

their willingness· to f3Dcourage and support the small 

states in their self-confidence. 



CHAPTER - 5 

SOCIO-ECONOMIC VIABILITY AND PROSPECTS OF SURVIVAL 
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For many developing micro-states the most impor-

tant threats to their political stability are economic 

and social in nature. Uneven rural and industrial 

development, the resentments created by poverty and 

inequality of wealth, and the dislocation and uncer-· 

tainties caused by social, cultural and environmental 

changes brought about the devetopment process itself 

can have profoundly important consequences for politi~al 
•''!i. 

stabil ity.and security. Such problems are not, of course 

contained to micro-states, they are often shared by 

other developing states also. However, the evidence 

suggests that many micro-stats are particularly disad-

vantaged ·economically because of their size',:,; for exm

ple, ~ecause of the narrowness of domestic markets 

and remoteness from world markets which raise trading 

costs, · poor international communications, which hamper 

the movement of produee and their special vulnerability. 

\ l 
of natural disasters. 

The major thrust of the early work that · w~s 

undertaken· was devoted to identifying the main economic 

characteristics which small states had in common. 

--------------------·---· ______________ .. ____ . ________ _ 
l, Sheila Harden~ ed. , §mal l_ __ :!:_~_I!.angerous: Micro States 

in a Macro World (London, 1985), p. 8g. 



They are typically viewed as constraints upon develop

ment and nearly always examined within a neoclassical 

framework. In the Benedict volume, for example, Knox' 

engaged in precisely this kind of exercise- He contlu-

ded that broadly speaking, small states had smail home 

markets and were likely to have at ~heir dispo~al less 

diverse resources than might be found in larger states, 

This tallied with the high degree of specialisation· 

found in small states. As he put it, they generally 

concentrate what resources they have on a comparativley 

limited range of products and satisfy their other re

quirements through international _trade. 11 2small states 
. . 

were, therefore,, likely to· .be more heavily dependent 

on foreign trade than large states. Associated with 

this. was ·a concerntration in both- the sources of their 

imports and the destination of their exports ,(las well 

.~s in the range of commodities typically e1iD'0~r:"'ted~ 

• 

Other writers have built upn these ob9ervations 

to the extent that something of classic . syndrome of 

constraints and disabilities has emerged. The best sum-

mary of these arguments has been provided by Ward, 

(2) A.D. Knox, 11 Some Economic Problems of Small Coun
tries::, in B, Benedict, ed; Problems of Smaller 
_Terri_~g_-ries (London, 1967), pp.35...:44.- ------ ----------··---



~ho set out the problem in traditional supply a~d demand 
' ~ 

terms. Among the fundamental supply problems he list~elt;: 

a) Land Not only is land restricted in area, 

but often th~; inherent physical properties of the land 

as well as· tts variety of resources are limited.In addi-

tion, in so far as many small developing countni.:es; 

are tropical islands and desirable for tourist and 

residential exp;{;_·f:~atet-e development, there may be pro

blems of controlling real estate speculation and land 

price-risers. 

b) Labour - -There is likely to be a narrower 

. 
spread of labour skills in a small state as well as 

less effective manpower capability, _even though the 

proportion of people in the labour ·force may be the 

same as in a larger develoing country.The country will 

probably also be more affected by inbalanleei:: in its 

demographic· structure, especially of an age, sex, or 

racial nature. 

(c) Capital In a small developing country, 

a large proportion of the available capital will probably 

3. M. Ward, "Dependent Development - Problems of- Eco
nomic· Planning ,.tn Small . Developing c·ountries," in 

rLo~:~~;i97~~;' ~~~efi~~-=-policy in Small countries 
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be owned and controlled by foreign organizations. 

The government also has to rely heavily on outside 

grants and loans of one sort o'if another. In general, 

therefore, the borrower is smal.l in relation to both 

actual and potential lenders andfu".:vestors. 

(d) Enterpreneurship· Independent local busi-

nessmen in small countries tend to be few in number~ 

lack organizational skills and to face many o bs tacl es 

in their· local economic environment such as the diffi-

culty of securing freehold tenure for industrial acti-

vi ties. 

. . 
Among the demand constraints mentUotred<:l. by Ward, 

two.were given prominene: 

(a) The 'Domestic Market: The basic problem of 

the limited size and narrowness of the domestic market 

is often further complicated by demograhic characteri-

s tics which increase the diversificatiion of the pa-

ttern of demand and lead to even greater fragmentation 

of an already small market. The maximum let-alone opti-

mum, technically efficient scale ofplant that canb_e·--

introduced in such small economies thus renders some 

productive. activities comp·:...J.etely uneconomical unless 

a substantial export potential is also available. 



(b) External Markets, As a result of these l imi-

tat ions the rate of growth of the economy in as small 

state tends to be primarily a function of. the rate 
/ 

of growth of exports of goods and services. In turn, 

as previously noted, exports are typically highly con-

centra ted on one or two products, whereas imports are 

very diverse. The small-state economy is thus dependent 

on foreign trade but lacks the capacity to exert any 

influence over the international markeet either in 

respect of price or quotas. 

It should be noted that even in the.work of neo-

classical economists concerned with size, the fact 

that small-state economics had necessarily to exist 

within a wider international economic system was not 

ignored.-~ "T··.he reliance of such economies on foreign 

trade was commented upon by just about everybody~ 

but ~t was not elevated into the centrepiece of analysis. 

That had to await the advent of dependence theory."4 The 

class of two perspectives was revealed very clearlyin 

a seminal book review of Demas's text on the economy 

4. Tony Payne, "Economic Issues", In Colin Clarke and 
Tony Payne, ed. Politics, Security and Development 
in Small Sta tes_'-L~s::mdo!l :...l_9.~IL:RJ?._:_,_5_l_-5 __ ._ 
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of development in small countries. 5 Demas had aruged, 

in~ broadly conventiional terms, that a small market 

imposed sharp limits on the process of import- substi-

tution industrialisation and thus removed t.he option 

of balanced growth, in~orpora ting a roughryl .. / equal 
·-· 

mixture of export stimulation and import· substitution, 
"· 

a goal which he believed could ohly rea~ly be attained 

by large continental cduntries. 

Yet, in his review, another Caribbean economist, 

Best, criticised Demas for his almost exclusive emphasis 

on 'ha tural' variables, such· . as size, as opposed to 

'societal~, and therefore 'manipulable', policy variab-

les. In tpis view, D,emas failed to demonstrate "that 

! 

smallness necessarily plac::es economies at a disadvan-

tage in the exploitation of their own "endowonent" 

of resources' and often seemed to imply that the signi-

ficant feature of the development of what he classifies 

as transformed and weal thy nations was the fact that 

they began as economics with large populations and 
...... . · .. ·. ' . 6 

favourable resource e@ndow~ments." . 
5. W. G. Demas, The Economics of Development 

Economics. with Special Reference to the 
(Montreal, 1965), 

in Small 
Caribbean 

6. L. Best, ••size and Surrival," in N.Girvan and 0. 
Jefferson, ed., Readings in the ~li tical Economy 
of the Caribbean (Kingston, 1971), pp. 29-34. 
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l:Ne!,ither in his review, nor indeed subseuently, 

did Best spell .out the path of transformation that 

was, in his opinion, available to small economics, 

but he did atleast succeed in introducing an entirely 

new note into the debate about the economics of small-

ness.· "In this vision, . underdeveloment was see en no . 
. . . . 

long.er as a passive conditi\m in which states found 

themselves at birth but rather as a phenomenon brought 

about be their dependence upon, the peripheral location 

within, the international economy as a whole." 7 This 

was sa tis factory enough as long as it was understood 

to mean that such economics were both small and depen-

dent, btit it became misleading as soon as it was~assumed, 

as often i i was that they were depend.ent becau·~e they 

were small. The thrust of dependency analysis was 

to identify a series of factors (the role of foreign 

investment, the position of certain comprador classes, 

a. tradition of monocul ture, the intermediary function 

of the state) capable of explaining underdevelopment 

and economic weakness quite apart from the fact of 

small size. Small economics could thus be developed, 

just as much as large economies could be underdeveloped. 

"With this distinction clear, dependency theory can 

be seen to have added something of value to the analy-

7 sis of the economic constraints facing small states."· 

(7) Payne, n.4, p.55. 



In their report the Commonwealth Consultative 

Group has very lucidly present-ed the points about the 

econom1.c hazards of the small state in the present-
' . 

day· world. S 

Threats to economic security seldom take overt 

forms. They are mostly ~~ctj:ncerned with the ever-present 
' 

dange~s for economic independence, economic stability 

and economic progress arising from weakness and vulner-

ability arid exposure to a wider variety of relatively 
~ 

t -,..,..-:!'" 

strong external economic forces. 

Small size is usually associated with undiver-

sified economic structures and a tendency to concen

trate on indus{rie~ w1th unstable exetrnal demand 

thus enhancing exposure to external economic shocks. 

In many cases, high dependence on external sources 

for strategic supplies such as food and ·energy widen 

this exposure. Internal shocks also tend to be severe. 

Pervasive economic damage results from time to time 

from cyclones, volcanic eruptions, farm diseases and 

pests. 

A further threat to economic independence and 

·s.' Rep-o-rt of Commonwealth Cohsultative .. Gfoup, Vul-nerability:, 

\\sinai y~·s.ta.tes.-lin· ·th<e7nG:1.'ob'i:ll Society'CLort1p_don-:_~9?~t r --· . ..... 
p.p. 33-5. 



security arises from the rise of bilateralism in inter-

national trad.ing and· financial arrangements «tt the. ex-

pense of multilateral co-operation which is being ero~-

ded. Multilateral cooperation is of special value 

to small states, whose· weakaness becomes more exposed 

in bilteral relat'1a.i:is. 

The need to have predictable concessional resour-

ces and assured markets have led many small states 

to seek and maintain economic cooperation arrangements 

with· major countries. The major powers themsel ~e may 

have strategic and commercial interests .in such arran-

gements. In to-day's world of tight aid budgets and 

restrictive trade access, in terms of the options ava-

· ilable such bilateral or regional arrangements have 

a significant importance to the development of small 

' states. The Caribbean B~sin Initiative CBI) and 

the South Pacific Regiionai Trade and Economic Coop'e;~~:~ 

ration Agreement (SPARTECA) are examples of such arran-

gements~ However~ small states would need to ensure 

that their interests are fully proterted in .negotiating 

such arrangements and that over time the arrangements 

~o not compromise their security and their regional 

and wider interests. 



The provision of facilities for military and 

naval bases has economic attractions for small states .. 

They canF however, have socially dama~ing effects, 

particularly in small communities. Although the attrac

tions of such -bases are becoming less, the desire to 

retain a particular base on the part of a major country 

may encourage it to exercise political ~nfluence on 

the host country. The pr~esence of foreign bases in 

turn can generate , internal 

pressures. This is another 

dissensions and external 

case where an arrangement 

voluntarily entered 

verse political and 

into_ could· lead to long_--term ad

social consequences to the weak 

partner, who may later find it difficult, for economic 

reasons as well, to end the relationship. Conversely, 

foreign bases can be hostages to fortune, both regard

ing the domestic politics of the host country and the 

nature of the bilateral relatipnship with external 

power. The host state may have some· leverage over the 

external, it .may nontheless become caught up in a com

plex webs of domestic and international politics 

over which it has· little control and which ultimately 

causes more problems than it solves. 

Another threat i~ from unscrupulous foreign 
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business firms .and 'adventures' that are attracted 

to the tourist industry and off-shore financial acti~ 

vities on which small states increasingly rely to secure 

economic progre§s. The heart of the pioblem is the 

weak power and administrat::l:lon of small· states and the 

encouragement these economic activities give to corrup-

tion, fraud, commercial cirme, durg trafficking, pro-. 

stitution and· political intereference. There is an 

increasing incidence of criminal intent in foreign 

business ventures in small ~tates and besides the admi-

nistrative, economic and political problems this causes, 

it also carries serious security implicatins. 

Lastly, small states do not have the administ'ra-

tive and security capacity to delineate and monitor 

effectively their economic zones and to deter foreign 

intrusion into it. Mariy of them have thus not been 

able to prevent illegal exploitation by for:eign deep-

sea fishing fleets. 

0. 

Now we should start discussion on the solution 

rather than the problem of economics of smallness. 

This discussion is related to strategy and the ques-

tion of what small .states can actually do to over-come 

or ameliorate their particular economic problems . 

• 



Countries that chose to withdraw from the inter

national economic system would have to meet their food 

and energy needs from local resources, and these two 

items constitute the major imports of nearly all small 

countries. To become self-sufficient in food would 

in most cases require their inhabit~ntB to relearn 

the agricultural skill of growing food for local con

sumption after centuries of plantation .agriculture 

with its different techniques; to become self-suffici-

ent in energy might be literally impos~ible for many 

countries. In other words, it would only be by acce-

pting primitive standards of development for all the 

people that autarky could be made in any way practica

ble, and these days there are very few, states or isla

nds remote enough for such a strategy to be politically 

sustainable.9 

The converse of th~s rejection of self sufficiency 

has often been a firm assertion of the need for small 

states to achieve closer or more effective integra-

tion with the international economy. Yet it would not 

be automatically right to believe that the more extensive 

the trade linkages, the greater the capital flows, 

the better is the prospect of r·develoment for small 

9. Payne 1 ·n.4, p.56. 
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states. Dommen and Hein note the conventional critique 

of this argument. 10 

One of· the main problems which small islands 

may face, in implementing their trade policy and ente-

ring into some of the most dynamic sectors available, 

is that their policies may appear unfashlonable, if 

not down-right unpopular, in international 'develop-

ment cirlces'. A rtumber of islands are already accused 

of encouraging smuggling or harbouring dubious opera--

tors .. Any mention of tour.ism , ov.J_;=rseas enterpreneurs, 

migration, work on foreign ships, i.e. l crews of conve-

nierice ~ export processing zones, tax--havens, offshore 

banking, strategic bases, concentration on specialized 

·exotic products, flags of convenience, etc., goes 

against the ma.instream of the prescriptions of self·-

reliant, grass-root development apalogists. 
11 

While smallness provides a continuing limitation, 

the extent to which the economic capacity of a state 

----·-----·---- -----·-"" 

10. E-Ce Dommen and P,L. Hetn, "Foreign Trade in Goods 

and Services: the Dominant Activity of Small Island 

Economics·; in E.C. Dommen and P.L, Hein, ed, Stat_~~ 

Micro States and Islands(London, 1985) pp, 152-

84 .. 

11·. Payne, n.4, p. 56, 
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_can increase, economic prCigress c-::mld help substantia·-

lly in reducing economic weakness and insecurityJe 

especially to the extent that it produces economic 

resilience. Development efforts must therefore be 

concerned not only with promoting growth but also 

with overcoming the constraints of size and promoting 

self-reliance, 

Diversified economic .development must continue 

to be an important objective- of small states however 

d\fficult its achievement and however limited its 

scope in mini-states, Despite the difficulties in 

achieving such development, small states should not 

be took quick_to resort to 'softer' options. In some 

cases. non-traditional activities like. tourism and 

financial services, may well be appropriate choices 

in relation to the opportunities available. There 

are, however, risks that several undesirable acti-

vities may spring up in association with legitimate 

'service' activities. High standard of administration 

and ~economic· management are required to prevent or 

minimise such adverse consequences and to ensure that 

even where the economic benefits are large, these 

'soft' options do not impede more sturdy development 9 
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and dis·trict attention and resources away from inve-
... lE 

stment opp~rtunities. 

One of the main problems confronting the very 

small states, especially tho~se not richly endowed 

with natutal resources, is the difficulty in attracting 

the interest of transnational corporations. Even when 

this objective is achl~e\re.ct,·, small states can experience 
'· 

new difficulties, first in negotiating terms satisfa··· 

ctory to themselves and second in controlling the 

companies' activities once they have become operational. 

While relations. with transnational corpor::L tions pose 

special difficulties. for weak states, this is not 

·a sufficient reason for re.jecting. them and foregoing 

the contribution they can make in providing mu6h 

needed capital, technology and· market outlets. The 

crucial is~ue for small states is to av6id inequitable 

contractual arrangements and political interference. 13 

However successful a small state might be in 

attracting foreign investment,. a major role in eco-

nomic development must· be played by domestic entre.:-,-

preneurso Much attention must therefore be paid to 

12 .. Report of a Commonwealth Consultative Group,n.8,p.55-
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improving the management of private and public enter-· 

prises. 

A particular problem of small~ states is the 

development ()f,·an' indegenous technological capability, 

It is not only a case of retaining high level research 

personnel but also of affording research facilities 

and securing adequate returns from research and deve

lopment expenditure, gains from which could only be 

spread over a small population. 

Smallness need not imply poor endowment of 

resources. Early modernisation has . led to high edu-

cational s~andards in many small states ·which help 

to compensate fo~ limited human resources, in the 

case of island states, 'sand and sea' can be a sub-

stantial natural resource. Even where population 

density is high and land is scare~, intensive agricul

ture could increase production potential, whi.le land 

reform and technical support for farmers could assist 

agricultural development. Making the best use of 

available resources could help small states to acce

lerate growth and transformation, avoid the adverse 

features of soft options, and discourage the loss 

of skilled and professional people .. 
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.There is a special significance for small states 

of regional economic co-operation. Many small state 

have t.ried regional co-operation as a means of over--

coming problems arising from smallness. On the whole~ 

regionalism has not ~jved upto expectations, especia~ 

lly as a means of widening markets, and this has 

resui ted in a tendency to underestimate .its achieve

ments and potential on the basis of wider considera-

tion-economic, adminsitrative and political and 

taking into account the limited options available 

to these states.. In this situation it is not surpris

ing that small states are persisting with regional 

cooperation and its objectives. Besides helping to 

overcome size constraints, it helps to promote stable 

development through the widening of economic opportu

nities. Partic'ular areas where regional. co--operation 

requires added emphasis both by small states themselves 

and by the atd agencies are the surveillance and 

development of marine resources, sea and air transport 

arrangements, disaster preparedness and relief, higher 

education, research and development, development banking, 

and pooling arrangements for the sharing of special 

and expertise. In some regi.ons, such as the Caribbean 

and the Pacific, arrangements covering m3.ny of these 
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areas are well established and their experience could 

be useful to other regions.14 

In their report to Commonwealth, the scholars 

have rightly pointed out that in the light of the 

economic weakness and vulnerability of small states, 

the international comrriuni ty has a special obligation 

to provide an international. environment which" could 

assist them in promot·ing self-reliant and stable de-

velopmeht and in strengtheriing their economic indepen-

dence. That environment does not now ex.is t and the 

need for it is very inadequately recognised. A basic 

question which arises is· whether in the light of 

the special problems facing small:states, it is advi-

sable to consider the creation of a formal category 

of such states in the international economic system 

as a '.WaY:/ of offici?-lly recognising these problems 

and ensuring adequate attention to them. While it 

is true that most of the economic problems identified 

are not pecual iar to small states 9 in many case they 

. apply more sharply to them, We believe that small 

state's economic features and problems have suffi-

ciently identifiable characteristics to justify 
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categorisation~ However, in the current international 

situation, the process of categorisation would face 

political difficulties. 'For the reasons, without 

advocating a formal 

at the present time, 

economic grouping of small state 

a· pragmatic approach should be 

developed involving two strands secu:ring ·better 

recognition of the problems facing small states and 

of the need for remedial action; and identifying for

mally or informally, a special category in specific 

economic fields where a clear need is established 

fot such categorisation. l5 

. Apart from economic problems small states 

in general face a number of social problems also. 

~hose who live in small states clling tena

ciously to familiar patterns of life. Their settled 

conservatism stems from a caution born of long expe

rience with resources whose exploitation is severely 

limited by scale, by isolation, and by physical and 

economic hazards beyOnd their own control. These 

constraints incline residents toward the maintenance of. 

continuity, the practic~ of conservation, and the 

hedging of bets by taking on multiple occupation. 

15 ' ibid ' ' p' 84, 
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Jv.s t as smallness cramps resource exploitation, 

so does it put" many goods and services beyond local 

reach, Small states cannot afford amenities elsewhere 

taken for granted. Paved roads, elect~ic power, piped 

water, and telephones may require equipment, capital 

-e. 
o~tlay ~ or minimum levels of consumption that exceed:' 

local capa.ci ties, These diseconomies of scale are 

not static: advances in global technology progessively 

worsen the plight of small states. It is not enough. 

for them to maintain a stable population, for social 

viability demands ever larger number or consumers. 

In large states big school replace small ones health 

facilities centralize to accomoda te sophisticated 

medical equipment and facilities and services concen-

trate in bigger and bigger centres, "Sml1ness deprives 

small states not only of new advances but even of 

previously customary, services which technology has 
..... 

now made obsole ... te. ,; 16 

Small states are as fragile socially as ecolo--

17 gically and for similar reasons. Smallness makes 

16. D, Lowenthal~ "The Return of the Non-Native 

New Life for Depopulated Areas"; in L.A. Koninsk.i 

and J .Ttl, Webb. ed. Population at Micr_9scal ~ (Pal 

merston North,, 1976) pp. 143-8. 

17. R.H. Mac Arthur and E.O. Wilson~ The Theory of 

Island Biography (Princeton, 1967). 
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them excessively vulnerable to demog~aphic change. 

Large .state can undergo substantial population. fluc

tuations without serious damage to resource management 

or institutional structure. But their small initial 

base and their precarious population-resource balance 

magnifi~s the impact of such changes in small states. 

A sudden or sustained increase stemming from mQ:rta-

lity reduction or influx of outsiders severely stra-

ins and may exhaust the state's limited resources. 

"A sudden or sustained reductiop owing to 1 ower lD.;fil.tB,-;,.-

lity, epidemic disease, or increased rates of emigra-· 

t ion has dire . effects on productivity, reso"urce main-

tenance, ' 18 
and social structure" , Where local enter-

prises and servicces are already marginal, even small 

imbalances. can endanger the fabric , the 
} 

departure of 

j~at a few workers, school children, or medical perso-

nnel may close a factory,"' school, a cottage hospital 

and erode the entire social structure, 

Mass departure, especially of the . able bodied 

Y?ung not only cripples agriculture and leaves arable 

18, R, Doumenge, 
-~t] 

"The Viability of (Small Intertropical 
c 

Micro-states and Is lands (London, 1985) , .pp. 931-
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lands idle, it leaves behind a residual population 

that is less inr:ovative and more dependent, unable 

to cope even with normal environmental vicissitudes 

or to sustain traditional social net-works. 

Well aware of the fragility of their economic 

and social fabric, small-scale inhabitants. are con-

scious any major change comes 

catastrophic loss. Hence they often view innovation 

with profound mistrust and deal conservatively with 

most decisions they must take, Realizing that po-

tential improvement may ultimately entail an unacce-

ptable shift in resource exploitatin or in the scale 

of local enterprise, they usually opt to conserve 

what they have rather than venture new development. 

"Progress" may upset the delicate equilibrium of 

services and goods that is the lynchin of community 

interdependency; short term gains may spell ruin 

in the longer run. The virtures of stability induces 

small entitles to bolstser traditional ways even 

at pecuniary sacrifice. 

However, in short, 'small-state conservatism 

encourages resource diversification in place of 

monocul ture, keeps open many possible occupational 
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options against the failure of some, inhibits spe--

cialization infavour of all-round competence~ main-

tains economic and social resources in long-term 
~-· 

balance and celebrates,n" the virtues of stability 

a.nd tradition." 19 

A second consequence of smallness in states 

is that their inhabitants must get along with one 

another" Most of them grow up within an independent 

network where each, person figures many times over; 

a.s in Gluckman's 'multiplex' societies, nearly eve~y 

social relationship serves many intersts. Relation

ship in small states seldom concentrate.:.on i:t single 

act or specific function but tend instead to be 

functionally diffuse and to last for a long time, 

though their specific content changes over the 

course of life span. 

,. 
Bonds of family underpin small-state inti~acies. 

Families g~nerate most other linkages; family loyal-

ties suffuse small-state economic, social, and poli-

tical enterprise, Those in position of consequence 

.19. David Lowenthal, "Social Features", in Colin 

Clarke and Tony Payne, ed., Politics, Security 

and Development in small states (london, 
p-.38 .. 

1987) 
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and authority in small states with still smaller 

eli ties are bound to be interrelated- 'H Larg~-sta te 

outsiders consider nepotism morally wrong; to use 

a position of power, or authority to benefit one's 

relatives seem iniquitous." 20 But where 

everyone is related personal involvement in public 

affairs is inevitable and nepotism unavoidable. 

Small state citizens accept kinship relations as 

the warp and woof · of public affairs and family 

favouritism as a fact of life. Theirs is a reali-

stic perspective on how human beings normall~ conduct 

their affairs, 

Small states tend to mute intergroup tensions, 

much as they do personal £hiostili ties, because they 

can otherwise become serious impediments to harmony 

and dangerous harbingers of a divisive future. Two 

opposing ethnic groups of equivalent size or power 

especially aggrevate such tensions, as cyprus, Guyana 

and Fiji variously illustrate- Ethnic tensions 

can be contained by personal famiiiarity, be a 

recognised need for cooperation, and by mutual fears 

20" Bo Benedict, "Sociological Aspects of Smallness," 
in B. Benedict, ed., Problems of Smaller Terri
tories (London, 1967) PPo 45-55. 
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of conflagration and outside interv~ntion. 

' The rol€ of small - state emigrants is another 

special consequrenc~ of smallness. Emigration is a 

u)Diqui taus aspect of modern life, but in many small 
' 

states? as in small islands generally, it has long 

been a persistent feature. The strength and \il',.J.I'Cl.::-

bi li ty of their emigrant ties distinguishes small 

states from other cradles of emigration. Those who 

leave.are seldom lost to their homelands but extend 

their boundaries, helping to bolster small-state 

economies, strengthen their autonomy) and resist 

unwanted change. The sudden loss of many able-bodied 

may strain a states' .stability, but. remittances 

cush±on:>n the departure' and migration and return 

often become an established routine, working away 

a normal part of· the life cycle .. Few small-state 

emigrants stay away for good; many rem~in citizens. 

Thus many small states survive as social entities 

when their apparent numbers seem to doom them. Pe-

riodic return of the absent ensures continuity and 

. t . . t. 21 communl y partlclpa lon. 

21. Lowenthal, n.lg, p.41-2. 
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People in small states zea~msly guard their 

statehood". Yet statehood costs them· dear, Small-

State governments are both meddlesome and burdensome. 

The omrripresent government, moreover, feels omni-

_potent. Inhabitants of s~ill states have virtually 

no recourse to impartial authority, · Neither the 

civil service nor the jadiciary can escape influence, 

if not coercion, exerted by political leaders. 

Yet however 9 costly to coercive their governments~ 

most inhabitants of small prefer. these liabilities 

to those they would probably suffer should they 

les~ their soveriegnty, ·Small-state self-rule 

is not just empty ~hauvinism, it expresses a cohesion 

needed to bolster autonomy against the incursions 

of larger states, the pressures of global develop

ment, and perils of piracy, 

11 Small states have positive as well a.s nega--

tive virtues 11 22 Their existence enhances human 

diversity. Their soveringty fosters the continuance 

of cultures of myriad kinds. Their devotion to 

their own survival, narrowly chauvinist though it 

may sometime seem, nurtures attachments to particular 
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and uniquely precious lands and landscapes. No 

one would wish to preserve a small state asl'llOOeum.:.:.~ 

piece in the modern world against .its inhabitants' 

own wishes, But by the same to~ken, no one ought 

to seek to deprive them of that status against their 

will. 



CONCLUSION 
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"It is said that writing is an art o But 

in the process of investigation about the problems 

of small states, I have felt as it description is 

anart". 1 
In this little framework:· the de scrip--

tion is presented of the security and socio-economic 

problems of small states and their position among 

other macro-states- in the present -day world. 
\ 

It is the case that virtually all the small 

states that have recently become independent have 

achieved sovereignty through decolonization and 

the general demise of empire following the end of 

World ·War II, Many of the .problems of security_ 

of small .states have their origin in the traumatic 
v 

process of decolonisation and in the circumstances 

in which these societies have to pe~sue their nation-

building efforts. Ethnic, linguistic, religious, ,_ 

sectarian and other divergences are among the dome-

stic issues that in some cases with cross--border 

ramifications, generated threats to the security 

and stability of these states. Threats from such 

sources do not merely· jeopardize national cohesion 

and territorial integrity but also induce harmful 

L Avaya Kumar Nayak, "Neo-Feudalism~ A case study 

. of Dolasahi" (M.Phil thesis, Meerut University, 

Department of Political· Science. Insiitute of 

Advanced Studies, Meerut 3 1987) p.87.; 



exogenous involvement straining the01.t'J inter--sta.te 

relations particularly in the regional and sub-regi-

ona.l con text. ' 

The extent of deleterious impact of domestic 

sources of insecurity is conditioned (and in turn 

is influenced) by the nature and.character of polity 

which is the outcome of such factors as the state 

of social, political and economic instit~tions, 

level and nature of participation, and type and 

intensity ~o intra-group conflicts. There is no 

doubt that .in the context of management of the inter-

nal dimensions of security, accommodation, concilia-

tion and power-sharing geared to attain and sustain 

national consensus on basic national issues of para-

mount importance. 2 

However, few economic advantages attach to 

smallness, the case studies· amply testify. ·Such 

success in economic development as has been achieved 

has a great deal to do with the quality of economic 

management, both in governmental and the private 

sectoi. The lack of innovation in Antigua and Barbuda 

and the choice of economic growth within a framework 

--- ----~-~----------- --- ---·- - ------ ·-~--------- -----------·-·-----~-------····-
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reinforced dependency in Swaziland contrast very mar

kedly ·with the energetic mul til a teralism pursued in 

Gambia and Qrenada, at least during the revolutionary 

era. Moreover, the instances of Malta, and Fiji show 

that geopolitical location backed by skilful bargaining 

can be used to extract financial support from a re

gional or superpowe~ patron. 3 

The problem is that economic weakness has the 

effect of· making it difficult for most small states 

to defend themselves from inteiference by other· states. 

It is not even easy to repel mercenary invasion or 

contain internal subversion and insurretion. Treaties 

of assistance can be negotiated to remove some of 

these threats, and careful diplomacy can be used to 

defuse confrontations between the small s~ate and 

regional powers or super powers. An additional im-

portant factor is the need to develop a political 

culture to counter militarism. What emerges as criti

cal, however, is the fact that the legitimacy of the 

political process is a security resourc~ more crucial 

for small state stability even than the existence 

of security forces. 

3. Colin Clarke and Tony Payne, ed., Politics, Security 

and Development in Small States (Lon~on,l987), 

pp. 226-7. 
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There is no doubt that regional co-operation, 

mutual understanding and confidence are effective 

catalysts to reducing vulnerabilities and insecurities · 

of states irrespective of size. Besides helping over-

come size and resource constraint and promoting thereby 

continued development such co-operation has immense 

potential . in promoting mutual trust, confidence and 

understanding in the regional context which are of 

crucial importance in removing emotional and psycholo-

gical barriers which appears to be a major cause of 

strained inter-state relations. Regional co-operation 

is expected to contribute to peace, progress and deve-

lopment and thereby to stability and security of the 

participant small member-states. 

This is the need for assigning a higher prioiity 

' 
on multilaterialism in international economic rela-

tions as a promoting factor of the seCUJI;ri ty of small 

states. Under the existing international economic 

order the countries in the south are perpetually at 

a disadvantage and there is a need to replace it by 

a new international economic order based on sovereign 

equality of nations. Liberalisation of trade, greater 

flow of Official Development Assistance (ODA) particu-
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larly concessional aid, increasing technical coopera-

tion, greater balance of payments support including 

stabilisation of export earnings are ·vi tal measures 

for development and security of small states. 

It is to be noted that of the 159 ·l\1~bers of 

the United Nations, thirty two are small states. 

Of the eight small states which are not Members· of 

the world body," many of them are members of other 

institutions of the U.N. family. Of the Commonwealth's 

fortynine members, twenty £our are small states. 

Of all the associations of nations, it is the Common-

wealth which has devoted the most attention to the 

problem of security of small states and assisted 

them in a variety of ways. 4 The nonaligned movement 

is not unconcerned with the security problem of the 

small states although it has done very little beyond 

persistently condemning the domination or hegemony 

and intervention or interference by the Great Powers 

in other states. Belize, Cyprus, and Guyana, for 

instance, have greately benefited from the support 

of the nonaligned mbvement in their effort to protect 

their rights of self-determination and resist the 

_._ ~ -- -- .:: ··- -

4. Report of a Commonwealth Consultative Group, 

Vulnerability Small States in the Global Society 

(London 1985): 
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l . f h . . hb 5 territorial c a1ms o t e1r ne1g ours. 

Of course, some. small states have, willingly 

or otherwise, acauisced in the traditional ways of 

ensuring their security i.e. by becoming members of 

bilateral or multilateral military alliance by offering 

military bases to foreign Powers, by permitting foreign 

powers to station forces on their territories, by 

adopting external military alliance in various forms, 

etc. Other small states have, however, avoided these 

traditional ways for fear of compromising their save-

reignty and independence. 

One pf the characteristic .features of most small 

states is their~- extreme suspicion of any possibility 

of an external influence adversely impinging on their 

independence or soveriegnty. Perhaps b~cause they 

are small and weak in military terms, they tend to 

guard their autonomy more zealously than the large 

states, which can afford to take their sovereignty 

and independence for granted. Many of their leaders 

are men of tremendous shrewdness, determination, 

and will power to stand up to external pressures. 

5. M.S. Rajan, "Small States and the sovereign-Nation-

State System," International Studies, yol.25, no.1, 

(1988), pp.l9-20. 
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their states may be small or weak econom~cal

tnilitarily, their political strength among 

their own people is as great as that of the leaders 

of any of the· large states. 

It. can perhaps be expected that the small st~tes 

will develop a stronger sense of nationhood as 

an expression of their identity and their deter

mination to maintain a separate political existence. 

But they will only be ab1e to survive if the inter

national system in theory and in practice, emphasi

zes the equality of states and insists upon the 

upholding the international rule of law. Most 

bf the problems discussed in this research work 

are infact somehow unique to small states. Small-

ness is neither intrinsically ugly nor beautiful. 

It simply represents an additional set of factors 

which have to be considered. By skilful political 

leadership and a policy of diversifying dependency, 

states can take advantage of its positive aspects 

and minimize its disadvantages. 

___ x __ _ 
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TABLE l 

SMALL STATES COMPARISONS 

Country Area Mid-1g85 lg85 lg85 

( sq km.) Population Gross national GNP per head 
( I 000) product($ ( $) 

million) 

-----· ----··--- ··--·-

(l) Andorra 467 47 n a. n.a. 

( 2 ) Antigua and 
Barbuda 44'0 80 160 2,030 

( 3) Bahamas 13, g-35 234 1,670 7,150 

( 4) Bahrain . 622· 412 4.040 g,560 

( 5 ) .Barbados 431 253 1,180 4,680 

(6) Belize 22,g65 166 180 1,130 

(7) Brunei 5,765 224 3,g4o 17,580 

( 8) Cape Verde 4,033 334 140 430 

(g) Comoros 2,171 476 110 280 

(10) Cyprus g.25l 665 2,650 3 '7gO . 

( 11) Dj ib'outi 22,000 430 180 480 

(12) Dominica 751 83 go 1,160 
• 

( 13) Equatorial 
Guinea 28,051 300 62 180 

(14) Fiji 18,274 715 1,1gO 1,700 

(15) Gambia l1,2g5 688 170 230 

(16) Grenada 344 8g go g70 

(17) Guinea-
Bissau 36,125 810 150 170 

(18)· Guyana 2,14,g6g 7gO 460 570 
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(19) Iceland 1,03,000 241 2580 10,720 

(20) Kiribati 861 64 30 450 

(21) Liechtenstein 160 27 n.a. n.a. 

(22) Luxembourg 2,586 367 4,900 13,380 

(23) Maldives 298 189 50 290 

(24) Malta 316 360 1,190 3,300 

(25) Monaco 1.8 27 n.a. n.a. 

(26) Nauru 21 7 n.a. n.a. 

(27) Qatar 11,000 257 5,110 15,980 
' 

(28) St.Christopher 

& Nevis 261 46 70 1,520 

(29) St. Lucia 616 134 160 1,210 

(30) St. Vincent 

& The Grenadines 388 108 100 840 

(31) San Marino 61 22 n.a. n.a. 

(32) Sao Tome & 964 108 30 310 
Principze 

(33) Seychelles 308 65 160 2,430 

(34) Solomon Islands ~~ 28'; 446 221 140 510 

(35) Suriname 1,63,265 389 1,010 2,570 

(36) Swaziland 17,363 647 490 650 

(37) Tonga 699 97 70 730 

(38) Tuvalu 25 7 5 680 

(39) Vanuatu 14,763 140 40 350 

(40) Western Samoa 2,842 159 110 660 
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(20) Liechtenstein X X X X 1-3 
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Luxembourg (]) 

[\) 

(22) Maldives X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

(23) Malta X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

(24-) X 
0 

Monaco X X X X X X 0 
~ 

~ 25 ~~ Nauru X X X 
c+ 
p.. 

(26) Qatar X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

(27) St.Christo-
pher & Nevis X X X X X X X X 

I 

(28) 
I-' 

St.Lucia X X X X X X X X X X X X X X [\) 
-1= 
I 

(29) St. Vincent tl>, 

& Grenadines X X X X X X X X 

(3d San Marino X X X X 

(3l)Sao Tome & 

Principe , X X X X X X "X X X X X X X X 

(32) Sychelles X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

( 33) Solomon 
Islands X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

(34-) Suriname X X X X X X X x· X X X X X X 

(35) Swaziland X X X X X X X X X X X X X 

(36) Tonga X X X X X X X X X X X 

(37) Tuvalu X 

(38) Vanuatu X X X X X X X X 

(39) West.Samoa X X X X X X X X 
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